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Abstract

In this thesis an algebraic structure, called real calculus, is used as a way to
represent noncommutative manifolds in an algebraic setting. Several classical
geometric concepts are defined for real calculi, such as metrics and affine connec-
tions, and real calculus homomorphisms are introduced. These homomorphisms
are then used to define embeddings of real calculi representing manifolds, and
a notion of minimal embedding is introduced.

The motivating example of the thesis is the noncommutative torus T 2
θ as

embedded into a localization of the noncommutative 3-sphere S3
θ , where it is

shown that T 2
θ is a minimal embedding of S3

θ for certain perturbed metrics on
S3
θ .
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the mathematical field of noncommutative geometry, a central idea is to study
a noncommutative ∗-algebra by using geometric tools and concepts. To do this,
the tools and concepts defined in differential geometry must be translated to an
abstract algebraic setting.

The goal of this thesis is to consider one classical concept in differential geom-
etry, namely the notion of minimal submanifolds, and to translate and generalize
this notion to an algebraic setting in order to be able to study embeddings in
noncommutative geometry.

In this introductory chapter basic notions of differential geometry are de-
scribed briefly in order to give readers new to the subject some intuitive grasp
of what needs to be translated to an algebraic setting. Readers who wish to
read a more detailed and exhaustive presentation of differential geometry are
referred to [5].

In Chapter 2, some general theory for real calculus homomorphisms is de-
veloped, and this theory is subsequently used to define a notion of minimal
embeddings appropriate for noncommutative geometry. After this, in Chapter
3, the noncommutative torus and the noncommutative 3-sphere are introduced
and described in detail before moving on to Chapter 4, where the noncommuta-
tive torus is shown to be a minimal embedding in the noncommutative 3-sphere
for certain metrics. This is then followed by a brief discussion in Chapter 5 of
future work that could be done on the subject of this thesis.

Tiger Norkvist, 2018. 1
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1.1 Differential geometry and algebraic structures
In classical differential geometry the main object of study is called a manifold,
which is a topological space that locally is similar to Rn for some n ∈ N, which
is called the dimension of the manifold. With this it is possible to define the
notion of a chart (U, x⃗), where x⃗ is a continuous bijection between the open
subset U ⊂ Σ to x⃗(U) ⊂ Rn such that x⃗−1 is continuous. Charts can then be
used to perform calculations locally on the manifold, and by finding a collection
{(Uα, x⃗α)}α∈A of charts such that∪

α∈A
Uα = Σ,

and such that the transition maps x⃗α ◦ x⃗−1
β are differentiable in their respective

domains for all α, β ∈ A, it is possible to endow the manifold Σ with a so-called
differential structure, making it possible to use the tools of analysis on Σ by
locally performing calculations in the charts. A collection of charts as the one
described above is called an atlas, and if all the transition maps are smooth,
the atlas is said to be smooth. If there is a smooth atlas for the manifold Σ,
then Σ is said to be a smooth manifold, and such manifolds are most often the
manifolds studied in practice.

From the above discussion one natural question that arises is how to define
a notion of differentiation of functions on a smooth manifold. Since charts were
introduced as a way to use the tools of analysis on a manifold, it is only natural
to assume that there is a way to define some sort of derivative on the manifold as
well. This can be done in a sequence of steps by introducing the tangent space
TpΣ at each point p of Σ, where TpΣ is the space of all vectors tangent to the
manifold at the point p. After this, we identify each tangent vector vp ∈ TpΣ
with the directional derivative at x⃗(p) in the direction of vp as described in a
local chart (U, x⃗) such that p ∈ U . Doing this for each point on the manifold,
we then define the tangent bundle TΣ as

TΣ :=
∪
p∈Σ

TpΣ,

and let ∂ : Σ → TΣ be a smooth assignment such that ∂p := ∂(p) ∈ TpΣ for
all p ∈ Σ. This type of smooth assignment is known as a smooth section of the
tangent bundle.

The operator ∂ as defined above is a so-called derivation of C∞(Σ), where
∂ : C∞(Σ) → C∞(Σ) being a derivation means that

∂(f + g) = ∂(f) + ∂(g)

∂(fg) = ∂(f)g + f∂(g)
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for every f, g ∈ C∞(Σ). This means that ∂ is a linear operator that fulfills an
analogue to the Leibniz product rule for regular derivatives, and thus ∂ can be
seen as a generalized derivative on Σ. Moreover, it is not a difficult exercise to
verify that the set of derivations of C∞(Σ), denoted by Der(C∞(Σ)), is in fact
a Lie algebra with the natural Lie bracket given by [∂1, ∂2] := ∂1 ◦ ∂2 − ∂2 ◦ ∂1
for ∂1, ∂2 ∈ Der(C∞(Σ)). However, what may not be as easy to see is that
Der(C∞(Σ)) is the set of all possible smooth sections of the tangent bundle.

While using the vectors in the tangent space TpΣ to define derivatives, it is
also of interest to view these as actual vectors. For instance, viewing tangent
vectors in TpΣ as actual vectors instead of directional derivatives, it is possible
to (for instance) define a generalized notion of scalar product at each point on Σ,
known as a metric on Σ. This metric can then be used to measure distances on
the manifold. Using this point of view, we may once again let X : Σ → TΣ be a
smooth section of the tangent bundle, but instead regardX as a so-called smooth
vector field on Σ, where X(p) is regarded as a vector instead of a derivation at
each point p ∈ Σ. The set of smooth vector fields on Σ is denoted by X(Σ) and
is clearly isomorphic to Der(C∞(Σ)). Thus we can view a smooth section of the
tangent bundle either as a derivation or as a smooth vector field.

Studying a manifold can often be reduced to the study of the functions that
can be defined on the manifold, and what properties they will have. Normally
the functions of interest are the smooth functions on the manifold; these form a
commutative unital ∗-algebra A := C∞(Σ), with the natural product and sum
of two functions to be the product and the sum of the functions evaluated at
each point on the manifold.

As noted earlier, the set of derivations on A can be seen as a Lie algebra g
of linear operators ∂ : A → A that fulfill the Leibniz property given above. It is
easy to prove that g = Der(A) is a module over A as well. Suppose ∂ ∈ g and
a, f, g ∈ A. Then

a∂(f + g) = a(∂(f + g)) = a(∂(f) + ∂(g)) = a∂(f) + a∂(g),

a∂(fg) = a(∂(fg)) = a(∂(f)g + f∂(g)) = a∂(f)g + af∂(g)

= a∂(f)g + fa∂(g),

which means that a∂ ∈ g (since it is a linear operator that fulfills the Leibniz
property) and it follows that g is a module over A. This means that X(Σ) is
a module over A as well, and normally one thinks of X(Σ) as a module over
C∞(Σ), while g = Der(C∞(Σ)) is viewed as a Lie algebra.

To translate the tools and concepts of differential geometry into an algebraic
setting we need an algebraic structure that can contain the smooth functions on
a manifold as well as the smooth sections of the tangent bundle, both viewed
as derivations and as vector fields. In the following definition of an algebraic
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structure able to contain all this, the Einstein summation convention is used,
where summation over a term is implied whenever an index variable appears
twice in a single term (typically the index variable appears once in an upper
position and once in a lower position in the term) and is not otherwise defined.
For instance,

∑
akb

k is written as akbk using this convention, implying summa-
tion over k. The Einstein notation will be used extensively in this thesis, since
it has clear advantages when presenting calculations.

Definition 1.1.1. Let A be a unital ∗-algebra, let g ⊆ Der(A) be a (real)
Lie algebra over A, and let M be a (right) A-module. Also, let φ : g → M
be a R-linear map generating M as an A-module, i.e. each element m ∈ M
can be written as m = φ(∂k)a

k where each ∂k ∈ g and each ak ∈ A. Then
CA = (A, g,M, φ) is called a real calculus over A.

In differential geometry, given a manifold Σ it is easy to find a real calculus
that can be used to study the geometric properties of Σ, namely the real calculus
CA = (A, g,M, φ), where A = C∞(Σ), g = Der(A), M = X(Σ) and φ is the
natural isomorphism between Der(A) and X(Σ). In this case we may say that
CA represents the manifold Σ, since geometric properties of Σ can be calculated
directly from CA.

1.2 An introduction to embeddings

In this thesis, focus will lie on trying to find a definition of minimal embeddings
in noncommutative geometry, and therefore it is natural to give a brief intro-
duction to how embeddings are typically defined in differential geometry. Here
we shall only consider embeddings where the embedded manifold Σ′ is closed,
i.e. Σ′ is compact and without boundary, since we do not require anything more
general for the motivating example, and embeddings of general manifolds can
give rise to some unwanted complications.

Given a manifold Σ, the closed manifold Σ′ is said to be embedded into Σ by
Γ if Γ : Σ′ → Σ is a smooth and injective immersion, where Γ being an immersion
means that the map Tp′Γ : Tp′Σ

′ → TΓ(p′)Σ is injective for each p′ ∈ Σ′. The
embedding Γ naturally gives rise to the mapping Γ̃ : C∞(Σ) → C∞(Σ′), defined
by

Γ̃(f)(p′) = f(Γ(p′))

for any points p′ ∈ Σ′, as indicated in Figure 1.1. Suppose now that g ∈ C∞(Σ′),
and let f̃ ∈ C∞(Γ(Σ′)) be given by

f̃(p) = g(Γ−1(p))
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Σ

Γ(Σ′) Σ′
Γ

C∞(Σ) C∞(Σ′)
Γ̃

Figure 1.1: Typical mappings given an embedding

for each p ∈ Γ(Σ′). Since Σ′ was assumed to be closed it means that Γ(Σ′)
is compact in Σ. Without going into details, this implies that it is possible to
extend f̃ to f ∈ C∞(Σ) by first extending it to an open set S containing Γ(Σ′)
and then multiplying it by a smooth function that is 1 on Γ(Σ′) and 0 outside
of S. For this f it follows that

Γ̃(f)(p′) = f(Γ(p′)) = g(Γ−1(Γ(p′))) = g(p′)

for all p ∈ Σ′, meaning that
g = Γ̃(f).

Since g was arbitrary it follows that Γ̃ is a surjective mapping, and it is easy
to check that it is a ∗-algebra homomorphism between C∞(Σ) and C∞(Σ′) as
well.

Now, let Σ and Σ′ be represented by the real calculi CA = (A, g,M, φ) and
CA′ = (A′, g′,M ′, φ′), respectively, as described in Section 1.1. Since there is
no way to retrieve the points explicitly on the manifolds when working with CA
and CA′ , it is not feasible to let Γ describe the embedding. However the map
Γ̃ can be used to describe the embedding in some sense, since A = C∞(Σ) and
A′ = C∞(Σ′) can be retrieved from CA and CA′ .

From the above discussion, it becomes clear that if one wishes to describe an
embedding of manifolds in the language of real calculi, where the real calculus
CA′ = (A, g,M, φ) is "embedded" into CA = (A′, g′,M ′, φ′), it is natural to
involve a ∗-algebra homomorphism ϕ from A to A′ in some way. This is done by
introducing the notion of real calculus homomorphisms, and these are described
in detail in Chapter 2.
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1.3 Parallel transport, affine connections and cur-
vature

Example 1.3.1. Let Σ = Rn, and suppose that c : [0, 1] → Σ is a smooth curve
going from p = c(0) to q = c(1). Let X̄ ∈ Rn be a tangent vector at p, and
suppose we wish to move X̄ along the curve c so that X̄ at each point preserves
its direction and magnitude. Moving X̄ in such a manner is known as parallel
transport along the curve c, and it can be achieved by finding a smooth vector
field X ∈ X(Σ), such that

d

dt
X(c(t)) = 0 ⇔ ∂X

∂xi
dxi

dt
= 0 ⇔ ∇X · ċ(t) = 0, (1.1)

and such that X(c(0)) = X̄, followed by calling X(t) = X(c(t)) the parallel
transport of X̄ along the curve c. For instance we may choose the constant
vector field given by X(q) = X̄ for every q ∈ Σ for the purpose of parallel
transporting X along c, no matter what c may be. ▲

We note two things in particular from the above example. First, ċ(t) can be
considered as a smooth vector field evaluated along the curve c, and second, in
equation (1.1) it is clear that whether X(c(t)) is constant along the curve c or
not heavily depends on ċ(t); in fact, ∇X · ċ(t) is the formula for the directional
derivative of X in the direction of ċ(t) if n = 1. Inspired by this, we may use
the notation

∇ċ(t)X := ∇X · ċ(t)

forX viewed as a vector field, and this leads to the idea of a directional derivative
of a vector field in the direction of another vector field, known as an affine
connection.

Definition 1.3.2. An affine connection ∇ : X(Σ) × X(Σ) → X(Σ) (where
∇(X,Y ) is written as ∇XY ), is a binary operator such that for all X,Y, Z ∈
X(Σ) and all f ∈ C∞(Σ) the following holds:

(∇1) ∇fXY = f(∇XY );

(∇2) ∇X+Y Z = ∇XZ +∇Y Z;

(∇3) ∇X(Y + Z) = ∇XY +∇XZ;

(∇4) ∇X(fY ) = f∇XY +X(f)Y .
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Figure 1.2: Parallel transport along the sphere

It is worth clarifying that the term X(f) in condition (∇4) above stands for
the vector field X acting as a derivation on f ; with this, condition (∇4) above
can be viewed as an analogue to Leibniz’s product rule for regular derivatives,
and thus an affine connection can be viewed as a way to differentiate a vector
field in the direction of another vector field.

We would like to have a notion of parallel transport of tangent vectors for
general manifolds. But unlike the situation with vectors in Rn as in Example
1.3.1, we now need to deal with the notion of a vector in the tangent space of one
point being transferred to the tangent space of another point on the manifold.
Still, drawing inspiration from Example 1.3.1 we may use affine connections to
define a notion of parallel transport for general manifolds.

Definition 1.3.3. Given an affine connection ∇, a smooth vector field X ∈
X(Σ) and a smooth curve c : [0, 1] → Σ where c(0) = p and c(1) = q, X(q) is
said to be the parallel transport of X(p) along c (with respect to ∇) if

∇ċ(t)X = 0

for all t ∈ [0, 1].

It might not be entirely obvious what parallel transport can be used for,
but it turns out that parallel transport can be used as a tool to detect whether
a manifold is curved or not. In Example 1.3.1, a vector X ∈ Rn is parallel
transported along a curve c by using a constant vector field equal to X at every
point on the manifold, so if c were to be a closed curve (i.e. c(0) = c(1) = p),
X would not change after being parallel transported along c.
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Compare this to what happens when a tangent vector on the sphere is parallel
transported along a closed curve as in Figure 1.2; Initially the tangent vector
points upwards from the equator, but when it returns to its starting point, after
being parallel transported first to the north pole and then to another point on
the equator, it has changed direction and is no longer pointing upwards.

The reason for why a tangent vector may change when parallel transported
along a closed curve on the sphere is that the sphere is curved in space. In
contrast, Rn is not curved, and therefore parallel transport in Rn along a closed
curve will not change tangent vectors.

1.4 Real calculi and their connection to noncom-
mutative geometry

The idea of finding a real calculus to represent a manifold can be used to con-
struct a real calculus CA over a noncommutative algebra A, which will then rep-
resent a "noncommutative manifold"; in other words, this construction can be
used to study the noncommutative algebra from a geometric perspective, which
is a central theme in noncommutative geometry. However, the assumption that
A is noncommutative has some interesting consequences when compared to the
situation described in Section 1.1. For instance, in the proof that Der(A) was
a module when A was commutative, the key step hinges on the commutativity
of A.

Therefore, when picking a real calculus CA = (A, g,M, φ) to represent a
"noncommutative manifold", it is not feasible to assume that there is an iso-
morphism between Der(A) and M in the noncommutative case, and it is not a
given that g is to be chosen as the entire set of derivations on A. Thus, g is
assumed to be some subset of Der(A) with an appropriate Lie algebra structure
in the noncommutative case, and the map φ is in general not an isomorphism.



Chapter 2

Real calculus homomorphisms
and embeddings

2.1 Real calculus homomorphisms

As stated in the introduction, the goal of this thesis is to find an appropriate
definition of minimal embeddings in a noncommutative setting. To do this,
the first thing one needs is the notion of homomorphisms between real calculi.
Moreover, a notion of a metric and affine connection for real calculi is needed
to define minimality of an embedding.

Since this chapter deals primarily with algebraic structures and homomor-
phisms between them, readers unaccustomed to notions in abstract algebra are
referred to Section A.1 in the appendix about algebraic structures.

Definition 2.1.1. Let CA = (A, g,M, φ) and CA′ = (A′, g′,M ′, φ′) be two
real calculi over A and A′, respectively. Suppose that ϕ : A → A′ is a given
∗-algebra homomorphism. If there is a map ψ : g′ → g such that

(ψ1) ψ is a Lie algebra homomorphism

(ψ2) δ(ϕ(a)) = ϕ(ψ(δ)(a)) for all δ ∈ g′, a ∈ A,

then ψ is said to be compatible with ϕ. If ψ is compatible with ϕ we define Ψ
as Ψ = φ ◦ ψ, and MΨis defined to be the submodule of M generated by Ψ(g′).

Furthermore, if there is a map ψ̂ :MΨ →M ′ such that

(ψ̂1) ψ̂(m1 +m2) = ψ̂(m1) + ψ̂(m2) for all m1,m2 ∈M

Tiger Norkvist, 2018. 9
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CA CA′

A

g

ψ(g′)

M

MΨ

A′

g′

M ′

ϕ

ψ

ψ̂

φ φ′

Figure 2.1: Illustration of a real calculus homomorphism.

(ψ̂2) ψ̂(ma) = ψ̂(m)ϕ(a) for all m ∈M and a ∈ A

(ψ̂3) ψ̂(Ψ(δ)) = φ′(δ) for all δ ∈ g′,

then ψ̂ is said to be compatible with ϕ and ψ, and (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂) is called a real
calculus homomorphism from CA to CA′ .

It would be tempting in the above definition not to include the demand that
ψ̂ exists. However, the existence of ψ̂ fulfilling (ψ̂1)-(ψ̂3), given (ϕ, ψ) such that
ψ is compatible with ϕ, is not guaranteed. This is because M is not required to
be a free module in the definition of a real calculus, and different representations
of an element m ∈MΨ may not be mapped to the same element in M ′.

Another remark worth making is one about the compatibility between ϕ, ψ
and ψ̂. The reason for requiring that ψ is compatible with ϕ, and ψ̂ is compatible
with ϕ and ψ can be seen in Figure 2.1; for instance, by looking at the figure it
becomes clear that it is possible to go from g′ to A′ by either letting a derivation
δ ∈ g′ act on an element ϕ(a) ∈ A′, or by letting the composition ψ(δ) act on
a ∈ A and then go from A to A′ by ϕ(ψ(δ)(a)). And if the resulting element
in A′ depends on which way one chooses to go from g′ to A′, given δ ∈ g′ and
a ∈ A, it is natural to regard ϕ and ψ as incompatible.

For the sake of readability, CA = (A, g,M, φ) and CA′ = (A′, g′,M ′, φ′) will
be real calculi over A and A′ respectively for the remainder of this thesis.

An important class of homomorphisms between algebraic structures is iso-
morphisms, and for real calculi it would be highly desireable to have a notion of
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isomorphism between real calculi as well. But some results regarding real cal-
culus homomorphisms are needed before giving the definition of a real calculus
isomorphism.

Proposition 2.1.2. Suppose (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂) is a real calculus homomorphism from
CA to CA′ . Then ψ̂ is uniquely determined by ϕ and ψ.

Proof. Suppose there is a ψ̃ such that (ϕ, ψ, ψ̃) is also real calculus homomor-
phism from CA to CA′ . Then it follows from (ψ̂1)-(ψ̂3) that for m = Ψ(δi)a

i

we get

ψ̃(m) = ψ̃(Ψ(δi)a
i) = ψ̃(Ψ(δi))ϕ(a

i) = φ′(δi)ϕ(a
i) = ψ̂(Ψ(δi))ϕ(a

i)

= ψ̂(Ψ(δi)a
i) = ψ̂(m).

The proposition follows.

Proposition 2.1.3. Suppose (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂) is a real calculus homomorphism from
CA to CA′ , and furthermore that ϕ is surjective. Then ψ is injective and ψ̂ is
surjective.

Proof. For the first statement, suppose δ ∈ ker(ψ). Then for any a ∈ A it
follows that ψ(δ)(a) = 0. Thus, by (ψ2) it follows that

δ(ϕ(a)) = ϕ(ψ(δ)(a)) = ϕ(0) = 0

for any a ∈ A, and since ϕ is surjective it follows that δ(a′) = 0 for every a′ ∈ A′.
For the second statement, let m′ ∈M ′. Then m′ can be written on the form

m′ = φ′(δi)b
i for some δi ∈ g′ and bi ∈ A′, and since ϕ is surjective there are

ai ∈ A such that ϕ(ai) = bi. It follows that

m′ = φ′(δi)b
i = ψ̂(Ψ(δi))ϕ(a

i) = ψ̂
(
Ψ(δi)a

i
)
,

and thus the proof is complete.

Lemma 2.1.4. Given CA and CA′ , suppose that ϕ : A → A′ is an isomorphism,
and further that ψ is compatible with ϕ. Then ψ is given by ψ(δ) = ϕ−1 ◦ δ ◦ ϕ.
Furthermore, ψ is an isomorphism with ψ−1 given by ψ−1(∂) = ϕ ◦ ∂ ◦ ϕ−1.

Proof. The first statement in the lemma follows directly from the fact that
δ(ϕ(a)) = ϕ(ψ(δ)(a)) together with ϕ being an isomorphism. To prove the
second statement, let ψ̃ : g → g′ be given by

ψ̃(∂) = ϕ ◦ ∂ ◦ ϕ−1.
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Then for any ∂ ∈ g and δ ∈ g′ it follows that

ψ ◦ ψ̃(∂) = ϕ−1 ◦ ψ̃(∂) ◦ ϕ = ϕ−1 ◦ ϕ ◦ ∂ ◦ ϕ−1 ◦ ϕ = ∂

ψ̃ ◦ ψ(δ) = ϕ ◦ ψ(δ) ◦ ϕ−1 = ϕ ◦ ϕ−1 ◦ δ ◦ ϕ ◦ ϕ−1 = δ.

Thus ψ is a bijection with inverse ψ−1 = ψ̃.
Furthermore, ψ−1 preserves the Lie bracket:

ψ−1([∂1, ∂2]) = ψ−1([ψ ◦ ψ−1(∂1), ψ ◦ ψ−1(∂2)]) = ψ−1 ◦ ψ([ψ−1(∂1), ψ
−1(∂2)])

= [ψ−1(∂1), ψ
−1(∂2)].

The statement follows.

Proposition 2.1.5. Given CA and CA′ , suppose that ϕ : A → A′ is an isomor-
phism, and further that ψ is compatible with ϕ. Then ψ−1 is compatible with
ϕ−1.

Proof. That ϕ−1 is a ∗-algebra homomorphism and ψ−1 is R-linear is a triv-
ial exercise to check. Using Lemma 2.1.4 it is also trivial is to check that
∂(ϕ−1(a′)) = ϕ−1(ψ−1(∂)(a′)) for all ∂ ∈ g and a′ ∈ A′, and since ψ−1 pre-
serves the Lie bracket the proposition follows.

In light of Proposition 2.1.5 it is finally possible to state the definition of a
real calculus isomorphism that will be used in this thesis:

Definition 2.1.6. Suppose (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂) is a real calculus homomorphism from
CA to CA′ , and further that ϕ is an isomorphism. If there is a map ψ̃ :M ′ →M
such that (ϕ−1, ψ−1, ψ̃) is a real calculus homomorphism from CA′ to CA, then
(ϕ, ψ, ψ̂) is called a real calculus isomorphism from CA to CA′ .

This definition of an isomorphism may at first glance seem odd, since the
definition does not require ψ̂ to be explicitly bijective. However, the mere exis-
tence of a ψ̃ such that (ϕ−1, ψ−1, ψ̃) is a real calculus homomorphism from CA′

to CA is enough to prove that ψ̂ is a bijection, with inverse ψ̂−1 = ψ̃.

Lemma 2.1.7. Suppose (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂) is a real calculus isomorphism from CA to
CA′ . Then ψ̂ is a bijection with inverse ψ̂−1 = ψ̃, where ψ̃ is the unique map
such that (ϕ−1, ψ−1, ψ̃) is a real calculus homomorphism from CA′ to CA.

Proof. By Proposition 2.1.3 it follows that ψ̂ is surjective, and since (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂) is
a real calculus isomorphism it follows that there is a ψ̃ such that (ϕ−1, ψ−1, ψ̃)
is a real calculus homomorphism from CA to CA′ . Again, since ϕ−1 is surjective
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it follows from Proposition 2.1.3 that ψ̃ is surjective as well. Thus, the maps
ψ̂ ◦ ψ̃ and ψ̃ ◦ ψ̂ are both surjective.

Since ψ is a bijection it follows that an arbitrary element m ∈ M can be
written as m = Ψ(δi)a

i, and likewise an arbitrary element m′ ∈ M ′ can be
written as m′ = Ψ′(∂j)b

j , where Ψ′ = φ′ ◦ ψ−1.
For these we get that

ψ̃ ◦ ψ̂(m) = ψ̃ ◦ ψ̂(Ψ(δi)a
i) = ψ̃(φ′(δi)ϕ(a

i)) = ψ̃(Ψ′(ψ(δi))ϕ(a
i))

= φ(ψ(δi))a
i = Ψ(δi)a

i = m,

ψ̂ ◦ ψ̃(m′) = ψ̂ ◦ ψ̃(Ψ′(∂j)b
j) = ψ̂(φ(∂j)ϕ

−1(bj)) = ψ̂(Ψ(ψ−1(∂j))ϕ
−1(bj))

= φ′(ψ−1(∂j))b
j = Ψ′(∂j)b

j = m′.

The lemma follows.

Combining the results about real calculus homomorphisms with the above
lemma, one gets the following result.

Theorem 2.1.8. Suppose (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂) is a real calculus isomorphism from CA to
CA′ . Then ψ and ψ̂ are uniquely determined from ϕ, and (ϕ−1, ψ−1, ψ̂−1) is a
real calculus isomorphism from CA′ to CA.

Proof. In Lemma 2.1.4 an explicit formula for ψ is stated, and by Proposition
2.1.2 it follows that ψ̂ is uniquely determined. By Proposition 2.1.5 it follows
immediately that ψ−1 is compatible with ϕ−1, and by Lemma 2.1.7 together with
Proposition 2.1.2 it follows that ψ̂−1 is the unique map such that (ϕ−1, ψ−1, ψ̂−1)

is a real calculus homomorphism from CA′ to CA. By definition, (ϕ−1, ψ−1, ψ̂−1)
is also an isomorphism, and thus the theorem follows.

One final type of mappings of interest is automorphisms from a real calculus
to itself, and using the notion of isomorphism previously defined this becomes
easy to do:

Definition 2.1.9. Suppose (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂) is a real calculus isomorphism from CA
to itself. Then (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂) is said to be a real calculus automorphism.

2.2 Real metric calculi
In classical differential geometry it is possible to define a metric over the vector
fields on a manifold, which can be used to define the concept of distances on the
manifold among other things. Therefore it would be desireable to have a notion
of metrics for real calculi, in order to get analogues to concepts in differential
geometry involving a metric expressed in terms of a real calculus.
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2.2.1 Real metric calculi

Definition 2.2.1. Let M be a right A-module. A map h : M ×M → A is
called a hermitian form on M if

h1. h(m1,m2 +m3) = h(m1,m2) + h(m1,m3) for all m1,m2,m3 ∈M ,

h2. h(m1,m2a) = h(m1,m2)a for all m1,m2 ∈M,a ∈ A,

h3. h(m1,m2)
∗ = h(m2,m1) for all m1,m2 ∈M .

A hermitian form is non-degenerate if h(m1,m2) = 0 for all m2 ∈ M implies
that m1 = 0. In this case we say that h is a metric on M . The pair (M,h) is
called a (right) hermitian A-module, and if h is a metric on M then (M,h) is
called a (right) metric A-module.

Definition 2.2.2. Suppose CA is a real calculus over A and that (M,h) is
a (right) metric A-module. The pair (CA, h) is called a real metric calculus if
h(m1,m2)

∗ = h(m1,m2) for all m1,m2 ∈ φ(g).

2.2.2 Orthogonality and real metric calculus homomor-
phisms

A real metric calculus (CA, h) corresponds to a manifold endowed with a met-
ric in classical differential geometry, and as in the case of classical differential
geometry the metric h can be thought of as a generalization of the notion of
scalar product for real calculi. Therefore it should come as no surprise that it is
possible to use metrics to define the notion of orthogonality on M given a real
metric calculus (CA, h).

Definition 2.2.3. Let (CA, h) be a real metric calculus over A. If

h(m,n) = 0

for m,n ∈ M , then m and n are said to be orthogonal, which is written as
m ⊥ n. Moreover, if M̃ is a submodule of M , then the orthogonal complement
of M̃ , denoted by M̃⊥, is the set of all elements n ∈ M such that m ⊥ n for
every m ∈ M̃ .

The notion of orthogonal complement in the context of metric modules is
a natural generalization of orthogonal complements in the context of vector
spaces, and as a consequence orthogonal complements in the context of metric
modules have several expected properties.
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Proposition 2.2.4. Let (CA, h) be a real metric calculus over A. Then, for
every submodule M̃ and M̄ of M , the following holds true:

(1) M̃⊥ is a submodule of M ;

(2) if M̃ ⊂ M̄ , then M̄⊥ ⊂ M̃⊥;

(3) M̃ ⊂ (M̃⊥)⊥.

Proof. To prove (1), let n1, n2 ∈ M̃⊥. Then, for any a1, a2 ∈ A it follows that

h(m,n1a
1 + n2a

2) = h(m,n1a
1) + h(m,n2a

2) = h(m,n1)a
1 + h(m,n2)a

2 = 0,

and thus it follows that n1a1 + n2a
2 ∈ M̃⊥, which implies that M̃⊥ is a sub-

module of M .
To prove (2), suppose that n ∈ M̄⊥. Then, m ⊥ n for every m ∈ M̄ , and

since M̃ ⊂ M̄ , it follows that m ⊥ n for every m ∈ M̃⊥ as well. Thus n ∈ M̃⊥,
and since n was arbitrary it follows that M̄⊥ ⊂ M̃⊥.

To prove (3), suppose that m ∈ M̃ . Then m ⊥ n for any n ∈ M̃⊥, which
means that m ∈ (M̃⊥)⊥ as well. Since m was arbitrary, the statement follows.

In light of the above proposition one may define what it means for a module
to be decomposable into orthogonal components.

Definition 2.2.5. Let (CA, h) be a real metric calculus over A, and let M̃ be
a submodule of M . M is said to be (orthogonally) decomposable by M̃ if M can
be written as M = M̃ ⊕ M̃⊥.

Definition 2.2.6. Suppose that M = M̃ ⊕ M̃⊥ for some M̃ . The orthogonal
projection P :M → M̃ is the mapping given by

P (m) = m̃

for m = m̃+ m̄ ∈M , where m̃ ∈ M̃ and m̄ ∈ M̃⊥.

Before going on to define homomorphisms between real metric calculi, one
basic result is required.

Proposition 2.2.7. Let (CA, h) be a real metric calculus, and let (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂) be
a real calculus homomorphism from CA to the real calculus CA′ . Then there is
at most one hermitian form h′ on M ′ satisfying

h′(φ′(δ1), φ
′(δ2)) = ϕ ◦ h(Ψ(δ1),Ψ(δ2)), δ1, δ2 ∈ g′.
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Proof. Suppose that h′1 and h′2 both fulfill the given conditions for h′. By
definition of real calculus homomorphism it is immediately obvious that h′1 and
h′2 agree on φ′(g′). If we take two arbitrary elements m,n ∈M ′ it follows from
the fact that CA′ is a real calculus over A′ that m and n can be written as

m′ = φ′(δi)a
i, δi ∈ g′, bi ∈ A′,

n′ = φ′(δj)b
j , δj ∈ g′, bj ∈ A′.

Using this one gets that

h′1(m
′, n′) = h′1

(
φ′(δi)a

i, φ′(δj)b
j
)
= h′1

(
φ′(δi)a

i, φ′(δj)
)
bj

= (ai)∗h′1 (φ
′(δi), φ

′(δj)) b
j = (ai)∗h′2 (φ

′(δi), φ
′(δj)) b

j

= h′2
(
φ′(δi)a

i, φ′(δj)
)
bj = h′2

(
φ′(δi)a

i, φ′(δj)b
j
)
= h′2(m

′, n′),

since h′1 and h′2 are hermitian forms onM ′ and h′1(φ′(δi), φ
′(δj)) = h′2(φ

′(δi), φ
′(δj))

for any δ1, δ2 ∈ g′. Since m′ and n′ were arbitrary, it follows that h′1 = h′2.

Definition 2.2.8. Let (CA, h) be a real metric calculus, and suppose that
(ϕ, ψ, ψ̂) is a real calculus homomorphism from CA to the real calculus CA′ . If
there is a metric h′ :M ′ ×M ′ →M ′ satisfying

h′(φ′(δ1), φ
′(δ2)) = ϕ ◦ h(Ψ(δ1),Ψ(δ2)), δ1, δ2 ∈ g′,

such that (CA′ , h′) is a real metric calculus, then (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂) is called a (real)
metric calculus homomorphism from (CA, h) to (CA′ , h′), and h′ is said to be
the induced metric on M ′ from h.

In light of Proposition 2.2.7 it becomes clear that if (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂) is a metric
calculus homomorphism from (CA, h) to (CA′ , h′), then there can not be another
h′′ ̸= h′ such that (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂) is a metric calculus homomorphism from (CA, h) to
(CA′ , h′′), which justifies calling h′ the induced metric on M ′.

2.2.3 Extensions

Definition 2.2.9. Suppose (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂) is a real metric calculus homomorphism
from (CA, h) to (CA′ , h′). The set of extensions of an element m′ ∈M ′, denoted
by Ext(m′), is the set of elements m ∈M such that

ϕ(h(m,Ψ(δ))) = h′(m′, φ′(δ))

for all δ ∈ g′. An element m ∈ Ext(m′) is called an extension of m′.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of a real calculus homomorphism.

It will subsequently be implied that whenever an extension is mentioned
there exists a real metric calculus homomorphism (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂) from (CA, h) to
(CA′ , h′).

Lemma 2.2.10. Let m ∈ Ext(m′) and n ∈ Ext(n′). Then, for any a, b ∈ A,
ma+ nb ∈ Ext(m̃′), where m̃′ = m′ϕ(a) + n′ϕ(b).

Proof. Let m and n be extensions of m′ and n′ respectively. Moreover, let
a, b ∈ A. Then it follows that

h(ma+ nb,Ψ(δ)) = h(Ψ(δ),ma+ nb)∗ = h(Ψ(δ),ma)∗ + h(Ψ(δ), nb)∗

= a∗h(m,Ψ(δ)) + b∗h(n,Ψ(δ))

for any δ ∈ g′, and it follows that

ϕ(h(ma+ nb,Ψ(δ))) = ϕ(a∗h(m,Ψ(δ)) + b∗h(n,Ψ(δ)))

= ϕ(a)∗ϕ(h(m,Ψ(δ))) + ϕ(b)∗ϕ(h(n,Ψ(δ)))

= ϕ(a)∗h′(m′, φ′(δ)) + ϕ(b)∗h′(n′, φ′(δ))

= h′(m′ϕ(a), φ′(δ)) + h′(n′ϕ(b), φ′(δ))

= h′(m′ϕ(a) + n′ϕ(b), φ′(δ)).

Since δ was arbitrary it follows by definition that ma + nb ∈ Ext(m̃′), where
m̃′ = m′ϕ(a) + n′ϕ(b), and since m,n, a and b were all arbitrary the lemma
follows.
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The above lemma has some immediate consequences:

Corollary 2.2.11. Ext(0) is a module.

Proof. Suppose m,n ∈ Ext(0) and a, b ∈ A. Then by Lemma 2.2.10 it follows
that ma+ nb ∈ Ext(0 · ϕ(a) + 0 · ϕ(b)) = Ext(0).

Corollary 2.2.12. Suppose that Ext(m′) ∩ Ext(n′) ̸= ∅. Then m′ = n′.

Proof. Letm ∈ Ext(m′)∩Ext(n′). By Lemma 2.2.10 it follows that 0 = m−m ∈
Ext(m′ − n′) and by the definition of extensions it therefore follows that

0 = ϕ(0) = ϕ
(
h
(
0,Ψ(δi)a

i
))

= h′
(
m′ − n′, φ′(δi)ϕ(a

i)
)
,

for any δi ∈ g′ and ai ∈ A. Since ϕ(A) = A′ it follows that it is possible to
choose ai in the above equation so that φ′(δi)ϕ(a

i) is an arbitrary element in
M ′, and since h′ is a metric it follows that m′ − n′ = 0.

It turns out that every element in MΨ is an extension of some element in
M ′, which is shown in the following lemma.

Lemma 2.2.13. Suppose m ∈MΨ. Then

m ∈ Ext(m′) ⇐⇒ m′ = ψ̂(m).

Proof. Since m ∈ MΨ it follows that m = Ψ(δi)a
i for suitable δi ∈ g′ and

ai ∈ A. By direct calculation it follows that

ϕ(h(m,Ψ(δ))) = ϕ(h(Ψ(δi)a
i,Ψ(δ))) = ϕ((ai)∗h(Ψ(δi),Ψ(δ)))

= ϕ(ai)∗ϕ(h(Ψ(δi),Ψ(δ))) = ϕ(ai)∗h′(φ′(δi), φ
′(δ))

= h′(φ′(δi)ϕ(a
i), φ′(δ)) = h′(ψ̂(m), φ′(δ)),

since h′ is induced from h, and since δ ∈ g′ was arbitrary it immediately follows
that m ∈ Ext(ψ̂(m)). Suppose further that m ∈ Ext(m′). Then by Corollary
2.2.12 it follows that m′ = ψ̂(m), and the lemma follows.

As seen in the above lemma, extensions of m′ ∈M ′ which are also elements
of MΨ are quite natural to use since they are easy to use in calculations due to
the fact that they are in the domain of ψ̂ as well.

Definition 2.2.14. Let m′ ∈M ′. The set ExtΨ(m′) = Ext(m′)∩MΨ is called
the set of adapted extensions of m′, and if m ∈ ExtΨ(m′), then m is called an
adapted extension of m′.
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Proposition 2.2.15. Let m ∈ Ext(m′) and let n ∈ ExtΨ(n′) be given for some
elements m′, n′ ∈M ′. Then

ϕ(h(m,n)) = h′(m′, n′).

Proof. Supposing that n = Ψ(δi)a
i, it follows from Lemma 2.2.13 that n′ =

φ′(δi)b
i for bi ∈ A′ such that ϕ(ai) = bi. From this it follows

ϕ(h(m,n)) = ϕ(h(m,Ψ(δi)a
i)) = ϕ(h(m,Ψ(δi))a

i) = ϕ(h(m,Ψ(δi)))ϕ(a
i)

= h′(m′, φ′(δi))b
i = h′(m′, φ′(δi)b

i) = h′(m′, n′).

2.3 Real metric calculi and affine connections

As described in Section 1.3 of the introductory chapter an affine connection can
be defined to differentiate a vector field with respect to another vector field in
some regard and due to its usefulness it is desireable to develop the notion of
affine connections in the context of real calculi as well.

2.3.1 General theory for affine connections

Definition 2.3.1. Let CA = (A, g,M, φ) be a real calculus over A. An affine
connection on (M, g) is a map ∇ : g×M →M satisfying

(1) ∇∂(m+ n) = ∇∂m+∇∂n,

(2) ∇λ∂+∂′m = λ∇∂m+∇∂′m,

(3) ∇∂(ma) = (∇∂m)a+m∂(a),

for every m,n ∈M , ∂, ∂′ ∈ g, a ∈ A and λ ∈ R.

Definition 2.3.2. Let (CA, h) be a real metric calculus and let ∇ denote an
affine connection on (M, g). (CA, h,∇) is called a real connection calculus if

h(∇∂E,E
′) = h(∇∂E,E

′)∗

for all E,E′ ∈ φ(g) and ∂ ∈ g.
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Definition 2.3.3. Let (CA, h,∇) be a real connection calculus. (CA, h,∇) is
metric if

∂ (h(m,n)) = h (∇∂m,n) + h (m,∇∂n)

for all ∂ ∈ g,m, n ∈M , and torsion-free if

∇∂1φ(∂2)−∇∂2φ(∂1)− φ ([∂1, ∂2]) = 0

for all ∂1, ∂2 ∈ g. A metric and torsion-free real connection calculus is called a
pseudo-Riemannian calculus.

Theorem 2.3.4. ([1]) Let (CA, h) be a real metric calculus. Then there exists
at most one affine connection ∇ such that (CA, h,∇) is a pseudo-Riemannian
calculus.

The connection having the mentioned properties in Theorem 2.3.4 has an
analogue in classical differential geometry, which is called the Levi-Civita con-
nection. Therefore we will refer to the affine connection such that (CA, h,∇) is a
pseudo-Riemannian calculus as the Levi-Civita connection in the noncommuta-
tive setting as well. One important difference from differential geometry worth
noting, however, is that there is no guarantee that the Levi-Civita connection
exists in the noncommutative setting.

Proposition 2.3.5. ([1]) Let (CA, h,∇) be a pseudo-Riemannian calculus and
assume that ∂1, ∂2, ∂3 ∈ g. Then it holds that

2h(∇1E2, E3) = ∂1h(E2, E3) + ∂2h(E1, E3)− ∂3h(E1, E2)

− h (E1, φ([∂2, ∂3])) + h (E2, φ([∂3, ∂1])) + h (E3, φ([∂1, ∂2])) , (2.1)

where ∇i = ∇∂i and Ei = φ(∂i) for i = 1, 2, 3.

The formula given in (2.1) is a direct analogue in the noncommutative case
of Kozul’s formula, and will therefore be referred to as Kozul’s formula for the
remainder of this thesis.

Proposition 2.3.6. ([1]) Let (CA, h) be a real metric calculus, and let ∇ be
an affine connection on (M, g) such that Kozul’s formula (2.1) holds. Then
(CA, h,∇) is a pseudo-Riemannian calculus.

In some cases it is possible to use Kozul’s formula to construct an affine
connection which is metric and torsion-free. One such case is when M is a free
module, which is relevant for the motivating example given in this thesis.
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Corollary 2.3.7. ([1]) Let (CA, h) be a real metric calculus and let {∂1, ..., ∂n}
be a basis of g such that {Ea = φ(∂a)}na=1 is a basis for M . If there exist
mab ∈M such that

h(mab, Ec) = ∂ah(Eb, Ec) + ∂bh(Ea, Ec)− ∂ch(Ea, Eb)

− h (Ea, φ([∂b, ∂c])) + h (Eb, φ([∂c, ∂a])) + h (Ec, φ([∂a, ∂b])) , (2.2)

for a, b, c = 1, ..., n, then there exists an affine connection ∇, given by ∇∂aEb =
mab, such that (CA, h,∇) is a pseudo-Riemannian calculus.

2.4 Embeddings in the noncommutative setting

Having developed some general theory for real calculi and homomorphisms be-
tween them, we are now ready to define what we will mean by embeddings in a
noncommutative setting.

Definition 2.4.1. Given two real calculi CA and CA′ , and a homomorphism
ϕ : A → A′ such that ϕ is surjective, we say that CA′ is embedded into CA by
(ϕ, ψ, ψ̂) if (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂) is a real calculus homomorphism from CA to CA′ and there
is a submodule M̃ of M such that M can be written as M =MΨ⊕M̃ . Moreover,
if h is a metric on M , and (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂) is a real metric calculus homomorphism from
(CA, h) to (CA′ , h′), we say that (CA′ , h′) is embedded into (CA, h) by (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂)
if M =MΨ ⊕M⊥

Ψ .

An explanation for requiring that M can be written as M = MΨ ⊕ M̃ is in
place. Suppose that CA and CA′ represent the manifolds Σ and Σ′, respectively,
and suppose further that Σ′ is embedded into Σ by Γ. As described in Section
1.2 of the introductory chapter, this corresponds to CA′ being embedded into
CA by some appropriate real calculus homomorphism (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂).

At each point p on a manifold Σ, a vector field evaluated at p can be consid-
ered to be a vector in the tangent space TpΣ. Assume now that p = Γ(p′) for
some p′ ∈ Σ′. Since Γ is an immersion, this means that the map Tp′Γ : Tp′Σ

′ →
TΓ(p′)Σ is injective, but in general this map is not surjective, which means that
the space

TpΓ(Σ
′) := Tp′Γ(Tp′Σ

′)

is in general a proper subspace of TpΣ. Due to the vector space structure of
tangent spaces, it follows that TpΣ can be written as

TpΣ = TpΓ(Σ
′)⊕ T̃pΣ
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for some subspace T̃pΣ of TpΣ. This corresponds to

X(Σ) = XΓ(Σ)⊕ X̃(Σ)

for some module X̃(Σ), where XΓ(Σ) is the submodule of vector fields X in
X(Σ) such that X evaluated at p can be considered as a vector in TpΓ(Σ

′) for
all p ∈ Γ(Σ′).

Translating this in terms of CA, we get that M = X(Σ), MΨ = XΓ(Σ) and
M̃ = X̃(Σ), which means that

M =MΨ ⊕ M̃.

2.4.1 Extensions and embeddings
When embedding a real metric calculus (CA′ , h′) into (CA, h) by (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂) several
useful properties follow for the extensions of elements in M ′.

Lemma 2.4.2. Suppose that (CA′ , h′) is embedded into (CA, h) by (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂).
Then, for any m′ ∈M ′, ExtΨ(m′) is nonempty.

Proof. Every element m′ ∈M ′ can be written as m′ = φ′(δi)b
i for some δi ∈ g′

and bi ∈ A′. Since ϕ(A) = A′ it follows that for every i there is an ai ∈ A such
that ϕ(ai) = bi. With these ai is easy to check that m = Ψ(δi)a

i ∈ Ext(m′),
since h′ is the induced metric on M ′, and it is obvious that m ∈MΨ. Thus the
lemma follows, since m ∈ ExtΨ(m′).

Lemma 2.4.3. Suppose that (CA′ , h′) is embedded into (CA, h) by (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂).
Then M⊥

Ψ ⊂ Ext(0).

Proof. Suppose m ∈M⊥
Ψ . Then, by definition, h(m,n) = 0 for every n = Ψ(δ),

where δ ∈ g′. It follows that

0 = ϕ(h(m,Ψ(δ))) = h′(0, φ′(δ))

for every δ ∈ g′. By definition it follows that m ∈ Ext(0).

Using an orthogonal projection together with the above lemma it is possible
to directly calculate to which element a given m ∈M is an extension.

Theorem 2.4.4. Suppose that (CA′ , h′) is embedded into (CA, h) by (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂)

and that m ∈M . Then m ∈ Ext(ψ̂(P (m))).

Proof. It is possible to write m = P (m) + m̄, where m̄ = m− P (m) ∈M⊥
Ψ . By

Lemma 2.2.13 it is clear that P (m) ∈ Ext(ψ̂(P (m))) since P (m) ∈MΨ, and by
Lemma 2.4.3 it is clear that m̄ ∈ Ext(0). Finally, using Lemma 2.2.10 it follows
that m = P (m) + m̄ ∈ Ext(ψ̂(P (m)) + 0) = Ext(ψ̂(P (m))).
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2.4.2 Embeddings and the Levi-Civita connection
With the use of extensions it is possible to derive tools for calculating the Levi-
Civita connection of an embedding.

Proposition 2.4.5. Suppose that (CA, h,∇) and (CA′ , h′,∇′) are pseudo-Riemannian
calculi, and that (CA′ , h′) is embedded into (CA, h) by (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂). Then, for any
adapted extension m of m′ ∈ M ′ it follows that ∇im ∈ Ext(∇′

im
′), where

∇i = ∇ψ(δi) and ∇′
i = ∇′

δi
for some δi ∈ g′.

Proof. For this proof, let us establish some notation for the sake of readabil-
ity. Let Ei = Ψ(δi), ei = φ′(δi) and ∂i = ψ(δi) for δi ∈ g. Moreover, let
hij = h(Ei, Ej) and hi,[j,k] = h(Ei, φ([∂j , ∂k])); likewise, let h′ij = h′(ei, ej) and
h′i,[j,k] = h′(ei, φ

′([δj , δk])).
With this notation in place, it follows from Kozul’s formula that

2h(∇iEj , Ek) = ∂ihjk + ∂jhik − ∂khij − hi,[j,k] + hj,[k,i] + hk,[i,j],

2h′(∇′
iej , ek) = δih

′
jk + δjh

′
ik − δkh

′
ij − h′i,[j,k] + h′j,[k,i] + h′k,[i,j],

for any δi, δj , δk ∈ g′. Also, since h′ is induced from h and (ϕ, ψ) is a real
calculus homomorphism it follows that

h′ij = ϕ(hij),

h′i,[j,k] = ϕ(hi,[j,k]),

δih
′
jk = ϕ(∂ihjk),

so it becomes immediately apparent that ϕ(h(∇iEj , Ek)) = h′(∇′
iej , ek).

Let m′ = eiϕ(a
i) be an arbitrary element in M ′. Since the representation of

m′ is arbitrary, m = Eia
i can be assumed to be an arbitrary adapted extension

of m′ due to Lemma 2.2.10.
By definition of affine connections it follows that

h(∇im,Ek) = h
(
∇i(Eja

j), Ek
)
= h((∇iEj)a

j , Ek) + h(Ej∂i(a
j), Ek)

= (aj)∗h(∇iEj , Ek) + ∂i(a
j)∗hjk.

Thus we get that

ϕ(h(∇im,Ek)) = ϕ(aj)∗ϕ(h(∇iEj , Ek)) + ϕ(∂i(a
j))∗ϕ(hjk)

= ϕ(aj)∗h′(∇′
iej , ek) + δi(ϕ(a

j))∗h′jk

= h′((∇′
iej)ϕ(a

j), ek) + h′(ejδi(ϕ(a
j)), ek)

= h′(∇′
i(ejϕ(a

j)), ek) = h′(∇′
im

′, ek),

which means that ∇im ∈ Ext(∇′
im

′).
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Using this, we get an explicit way of calculating the Levi-Civita connection
on (M ′, g′) if the Levi-Civita connection on (M ′, g′) is already known.

Corollary 2.4.6. Suppose that (CA, h,∇) and (CA′ , h′,∇′) are pseudo-Riemannian
calculi, and that (CA′ , h′) is embedded into (CA, h) by (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂). Then, if m is
an adapted extension of m′ ∈M ′ it follows that ∇′

im
′ = ψ̂(P (∇im)).

Proof. By Theorem 2.4.4 it follows that ∇im ∈ Ext(ψ̂(P (∇im))), and by Propo-
sition 2.4.5 it follows that ∇im ∈ Ext(∇′

im
′). The result now follows from

Corollary 2.2.12.

In Corollary 2.4.6 it is assumed that the Levi-Civita connection ∇′ exists
on (M ′, g′). This leads to the natural question arising whether the existence
of ∇′ is guaranteed whenever the other conditions in Corollary 2.4.6 are met.
Due to the nature of modules in general not having a basis, the existence of
∇′ cannot be guaranteed. However, if there is a mapping ∇′ on (M ′, g′) such
that ∇′

im
′ = ψ̂(P (∇im)) whenever m is an adapted extension of m′, then ∇′ is

indeed the Levi-Civita connection. Later on it will become apparent that this
result is practical for calculating the Levi-Civita connection for embeddings,
which is why it is formulated here as a lemma.

Lemma 2.4.7. Suppose that the real metric calculus (CA′ , h′) is embedded into
(CA, h) by (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂), and moreover that (CA, h,∇) is a pseudo-Riemannian cal-
culus. If there is a mapping ∇′ on (M ′, g′) such that

∇′
im

′ = ψ̂(P (∇im)) (2.3)

for every m′ ∈ M ′, where m is an adapted extension of m′, then (CA′ , h′,∇′)
is a pseudo-Riemannian calculus.

Proof. That ∇′ as given by (2.3) is linear in both arguments is rather obvious
since ψ, ψ̂ and P are all linear mappings, so to make sure that ∇′ is an affine
connection it needs to be verified that ∇′

δi
(m′a′) = (∇′

im
′)a′+m′δi(a

′). Suppose
that m′ ∈M ′ and that a′ ∈ A′. Then there are m ∈M and a ∈ A such that m
is some adapted extension of m′ and ϕ(a) = a′. We get:

∇′
δi(m

′a′) = ψ̂(P (∇∂i(ma))) = ψ̂(P ((∇im)a) + P (m∂i(a)))

= ψ̂(P (∇im)a) + ψ̂(m∂i(a)) = (∇′
im

′)a′ +m′δi(a
′),

which verifies that ∇′ as given by (2.3) is indeed an affine connection.
Left is to verify that Kozul’s formula holds for ∇′. Suppose that δ1, δ2, δ3 ∈

g′, and as usual let ∂i = ψ(δi), ei = φ′(δi), Ei = Ψ(δi) for i = 1, 2, 3. It
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is obvious that E3 is an adapted extension of e3, and thus Proposition 2.2.15
implies the following:

2h′(∇′
1e2, e3) = ϕ(2h(P (∇1E2), E3)) = ϕ(2h(∇1E2, E3)) = ϕ(∂1h(E2, E3)

+ ∂2h(E1, E3)− ∂3h(E1, E2)− h (E1, φ([∂2, ∂3])) + h (E2, φ([∂3, ∂1]))

+ h (E3, φ([∂1, ∂2]))) = δ1h
′(e2, e3) + δ2h

′(e1, e3)− δ3h
′(e1, e2)

− h′ (e1, φ
′([δ2, δ3])) + h′ (e2, φ

′([δ3, δ1])) + h′ (e3, φ
′([δ1, δ2]))).

From this it is clear that ∇′ fulfills Kozul’s formula, and thus the lemma follows
from Proposition 2.3.6.

2.4.3 Mean curvature and minimality of an embedding
In classical differential geometry there are two central concepts in connection
with an embedded manifold, namely, the first and second fundamental forms.
The first fundamental form is an intrinsic property of the embedding, meaning it
can be determined by viewing the embedding as a standalone manifold, whereas
the second fundamental form is an extrinsic property of the embedding, meaning
that it has to be determined by considering how a manifold is embedded into
the surrounding manifold.

Intuitively, the first fundamental form describes how to calculate distances
along paths in the embedding, while the second fundamental form is concerned
with how the embedding is curved. In this thesis focus will lie on how to define
the second fundamental form of an embedding in the noncommutative setting,
since it will be used to define minimality of an embedding.

Definition 2.4.8. Let (CA, h,∇) and (CA′ , h′,∇′) be pseudo-Riemannian cal-
culi with a simple manifold structure such that (CA′ , h′) is embedded into
(CA, h) by (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂). The second fundamental form β : g′ ×MΨ → M is the
mapping given by

β(δ,m) = ∇ψ(δ)m− P (∇ψ(δ)m),

for δ ∈ g′ and m ∈MΨ.

As can be seen from the definition, β(δ,m) will always be in (MΨ)
⊥ for any

choice of δ ∈ g′ and m ∈ MΨ, which is in line with the definition of the second
fundamental form in classical geometry.

Lemma 2.4.9.
β(δ,ma) = β(δ,m)a

for all δ ∈ g′, m ∈MΨ and a ∈ A.
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Proof. The lemma is proven by means of direct computation:

β(δ,ma) = ∇ψ(δ)ma− P (∇ψ(δ)ma)

= (∇ψ(δ)m)a+mδ(a)− P ((∇ψ(δ)m)a+mδ(a))

= (∇ψ(δ)m)a+mδ(a)− P (∇ψ(δ)m)a−mδ(a)

= (∇ψ(δ)m− P (∇ψ(δ)m))a = β(δ,m)a,

since P (m) = m for any m ∈MΨ.

In classical geometry the second fundamental form can be shown to be sym-
metric, and in the noncommutative case there is an analogue to this statement.

Proposition 2.4.10.

β(δ1,Ψ(δ2)) = β(δ2,Ψ(δ1))

for all δ1, δ2 ∈ g′.

Proof. For the sake of brevity, let ∆(δ1, δ2) = β(δ1,Ψ(δ2))− β(δ2,Ψ(δ1)). With
this notation in place, we may use the fact that ∇ is torsion-free to get that

0 = ∇ψ(δ1)Ψ(δ2)−∇ψ(δ2)Ψ(δ1)− φ([ψ(δ1), ψ(δ2)])

= ∇ψ(δ1)Ψ(δ2)−∇ψ(δ2)Ψ(δ1)− φ(ψ[(δ1), (δ2)])

= P (∇ψ(δ1)Ψ(δ2))− P (∇ψ(δ2)Ψ(δ1))−Ψ([δ1, δ2]) + ∆(δ1, δ2)

= P (∇ψ(δ1)Ψ(δ2)−∇ψ(δ2)Ψ(δ1)−Ψ([δ1, δ2])) + ∆(δ1, δ2)

= P (0) + ∆(δ1, δ2) = 0 +∆(δ1, δ2) = ∆(δ1, δ2),

since ψ preserves the Lie bracket and the projection P is linear, coupled with
the fact that P (Ψ([δ1, δ2])) = Ψ([δ1, δ2]) ∈MΨ.

Earlier in this thesis the focus has been on making general definitions and
creating morphisms between real calculi, but since these definitions will be used
to study geometric concepts it is natural to focus on real calculi that have a
manifold structure in some sense.

Definition 2.4.11. A real calculus CA has a simple manifold structure if the
following conditions are met:

1. g is finite-dimensional;

2. M is a free non-zero module;

3. There exists a basis {∂i}i∈I for g such that {φ(∂i)}i∈I is a basis for M .
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Proposition 2.4.12. Suppose that CA has a simple manifold structure. Then
φ is injective.

Proof. Let {∂i}i∈I for g be a basis for g such that {φ(∂i)}i∈I is a basis for M ,
and suppose that φ(∂) = 0 for some nonzero ∂ ∈ g. Since g is a real Lie algebra
it is possible to write ∂ = ai∂i for some ai ∈ R. It follows, since φ is R-linear
that

0 = φ(∂) = φ(ai∂i) = φ(∂i)a
i,

and since {φ(∂i)} is a basis for M it follows that each ai = 0.

Given that a real calculus CA has a simple manifold structure, it turns out
that any basis for g can be used to generate a basis forM , as the next proposition
shows.

Proposition 2.4.13. Suppose that CA has a simple manifold structure, and
that {∂i}ni=1 is a basis for g such that {φ(∂i)}ni=1 is a basis for M . Then, for
any basis {∂̃j}nj=1 for g it follows that {φ(∂̃j)}nj=1 is a basis for M .

Proof. Let {∂̃j}nj=1 be any basis for g. Since g is a real Lie algebra it can be
considered as a real vector space, and there are unique real coefficients aij such
that ∂̃j = aij∂i; these form an invertible square matrix A such that

Akl = alk,

and it follows that

A

∂1...
∂n

 =

∂̃1...
∂̃n


in matrix notation. Letting Ei = φ(∂i) and Ẽj = φ(∂̃j) for i, j = 1, ..., n it
follows that Ẽj = Eia

i
j by linearity of φ. By assumption {E1, ..., En} is a basis

for M , and left is to prove that {Ẽ1, ..., Ẽn} is also a basis for M .
Suppose that Ẽjbj = 0 for some bj ∈ A. By the relationship between Ẽj

and Ei it follows that

Ẽjb
j = 0 ⇔ Ei(a

i
jb
j) = 0 ⇒ aijb

j = 0

for i = 1, ..., n, since {E1, ..., En} is a basis for M . This leads to a linear system
of equations which can be represented by

A

b
1

...
bn

 = 0
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in matrix form. Since A is invertible it follows that the system has the unique
solution b1 = ... = bn = 0 due to the fact that A is a ∗-algebra over C, and thus
{Ẽ1, ..., Ẽn} is a basis for M .

Before defining mean curvature of an embedding, we need to define the
restriction of a metric, and what it means for a metric to be invertible.

Definition 2.4.14. Let (CA, h) be a real metric calculus with a simple man-
ifold structure. Given a basis {∂i}i∈I for g, h is said to be represented by the
matrix (hij) in the given basis, where hij = h(φ(∂i), φ(∂j)), i, j ∈ I.

Note that the matrix (hij) in the above definition is symmetric, since (CA, h)
being a real calculus implies that hij = h(φ(∂i), φ(∂j)) = h(φ(∂j), φ(∂i)) for all
i and j.

Definition 2.4.15. Let (CA, h) be a real metric calculus such that CA has
a simple manifold structure. The metric h is said to be invertible with respect
to the basis {∂i}i∈I for g, if its representative matrix (hij) is invertible in the
sense that there is a matrix (hkl), k, l ∈ I, such that

(hij)(h
kl) = (hij)(hkl) =


1 0 · · · 0
0 1 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · 1

 := 1n,

where n = |I| is the dimension of g.

Given a representative matrix for the metric h in a certain basis, it is easy
to see that if there is a matrix (hij) such that

(hij)(h
kl) = (hij)(hkl) = 1n,

then it must be unique. Thus, when given a certain basis where h is invertible,
we may write (hij) = h and (hij) = h−1 for the sake of convenience.

Proposition 2.4.16. Let (CA, h) be a real metric calculus such that CA has a
simple manifold structure. If h is invertible with respect to the basis {∂1, ..., ∂n}
for g, it is invertible with respect to any basis for g.

Proof. Given any basis {∂̃j}nj=1 for g we know that there are unique real coeffi-
cients aij , i, j = 1, ..., n such that ∂̃j = aij∂i. These coefficients form an invertible
n-by-n matrix A given by

Akl = alk,
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such that

A

∂1...
∂n

 =

∂̃1...
∂̃n


in matrix notation.

Let h̃jk = h(φ(∂̃j), φ(∂̃k)), and let h̃ = (h̃ij). We wish to prove that there
exists an inverse matrix to h̃. Calculating h̃ij in terms of hkl is simple:

h̃ij = h(φ(∂̃i), φ(∂̃j)) = h(φ(aki ∂k), φ(a
l
j∂l)) = aki hkla

l
j =

∑
k,l

AikhklAjl.

Recalling basic rules of matrix multiplication, we see that given three n-by-n
matrices X,Y and Z it follows that

(XY Z)ij =
∑
k,l

XikYklZlj ,

so it follows that

(AhAT )ij =
∑
k,l

Aikhkl(A
T )lj =

∑
k,l

AikhklAjl = h̃ij .

From this it becomes clear that h̃ = AhAT , and by taking h̃−1 = A−Th−1A−1

it is clear that
h̃h̃−1 = h̃−1h̃ = 1n.

Thus h is invertible with respect to {∂̃j}nj=1, and the proposition follows.

From the above proposition it becomes clear that if a metric is invertible
with respect to a basis it is invertible with respect to any basis, given that the
real calculus has a simple manifold structure. Therefore there is no need to
specify which basis the metric is invertible with respect to, and we may just say
that the metric is invertible moving forward.

Definition 2.4.17. Suppose that (CA′ , h′) is embedded into (CA, h) by
(ϕ, ψ, ψ̂). The restriction of h to (CA′ , h′), denoted by hΨ, is given by

hΨ := h
∣∣
MΨ×MΨ

.

Proposition 2.4.18. Suppose that (CA′ , h′) is embedded into (CA, h) by (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂).
Then hΨ is a metric on MΨ ×MΨ.
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Proof. That hΨ is a hermitian form is obvious, and since MΨ ∩M⊥
Ψ = {0} it

follows that hΨ(m,n) = 0 for all n ∈ MΨ implies that m = 0. The proposition
follows.

We are now ready to define the mean curvature of an embedding.

Definition 2.4.19. Let (CA, h,∇) and (CA′ , h′,∇′) be pseudo-Riemannian
calculi with a simple manifold structure such that (CA′ , h′) is embedded into
(CA, h) by (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂), and suppose that hΨ is invertible. Given a basis {δ1, ..., δn}
for g′, the mean curvature HA′ of the embedding with respect to {δ1, ..., δn} is
then defined as

HA′ =

n∑
i,j=1

β(δi,Ψ(δj))h
ij
Ψ .

If ϕ(h(HA,m)) = 0 for every m ∈M , the mean curvature HA′ is said to be zero
on A′, and A′ is said to be a minimal embedding of A.

2.4.4 Real calculi and the Laplace operator

Definition 2.4.20. Let (CA, h) be a real metric calculus with a simple mani-
fold structure, and let {∂i}i∈I be a basis for g for some index set I, supposing
that h is invertible, the gradient grad : A →M is the mapping given by

grad a = Eih
ij∂ja, a ∈ A,

where {Ei}i∈I = {φ(∂i)}i∈I is a basis for M .

Definition 2.4.21. Let (CA, h,∇) be a pseudo-Riemannian calculus with a
simple manifold structure, and let {∂i}i∈I be a basis for g for some index set I.
The divergence div :M → A is given by

div m = (∇im)i, m ∈M,

where (∇im)i is the i:th "coordinate" of ∇im in the basis {Ei}i∈I = {φ(∂i)}i∈I ,
i.e., for any j ∈ I we have

∇jm = Ei(∇jm)i.

Definition 2.4.22. Let (CA, h,∇) be a pseudo-Riemannian calculus with a
simple manifold structure, and let {∂i}i∈I be a basis for g for some index set I.
The Laplace operator (laplacian) ∆ : A → A is given by

∆a = div(grad a) = (∇i(grad a))i, a ∈ A, i ∈ I.



Chapter 3

The torus and the 3-sphere in
a noncommutative setting

In classical differential geometry the torus T 2 (as a two-dimensional manifold
embedded in R4) can be shown to be a minimal embedding in the 3-sphere, S3.
To be able to determine whether this result can be translated to the noncom-
mutative setting it is first necessary to define noncommutative analogues to T 2

and S3; these definitions follow below.
The following sections about the noncommutative torus and the noncommu-

tative 3-sphere are based on their respective sections in [1], and closely resemble
parts of these. Some modifications have been made, however, for the sake of
accessibility of the text.

3.1 The torus

We begin by reviewing some properties of the Clifford torus, before going on to
define the noncommutative torus T 2

θ .

3.1.1 The Clifford torus

In a classical geometric setting, the Clifford torus T 2 as embedded in R4 can be
parameterized by

x⃗ = (x1, x2, x3, x4) = (cosu, sinu, cos v, sin v).

Tiger Norkvist, 2018. 31
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With ∂1 = ∂u and ∂2 = ∂v this means that the tangent space at a point is
spanned by

∂1x⃗ = (− sinu, cosu, 0, 0) = (−x2, x1, 0, 0)
∂2x⃗ = (0, 0,− sin v, cos v) = (0, 0,−x4, x3),

from which the induced metric is obtained as

(hjk) =

(
1 0
0 1

)
;

here hjk = h(∂j x⃗, ∂kx⃗) is the standard scalar product between vectors in R4 for
j, k ∈ {1, 2}.

Working in complex coordinates, we may set u = x1+ ix2, v = x3+ ix4 and this
yields

∂1u = iu ∂1v = 0

∂2u = 0 ∂2v = iv.

3.1.2 The noncommutative torus

As an analogy to the Clifford torus in the noncommutative setting, we consider
the noncommutative torus T 2

θ as the unital ∗-algebra generated by two unitary
operators U, V satisfying the relation V U = qUV , where q = e2πiθ. By the
diamond lemma (see [3]) together with the defining relation above, a basis of
T 2
θ is given by the monomials

U (m)V (n)

for m,n ∈ Z, where Ũ (k) (k ∈ Z) simply means

Ũ (k) =


Ũk if k > 0,

1 if k = 0,

(Ũ∗)−k if k < 0,

for some general nonzero element Ũ ∈ T 2
θ ; this notation will be used throughout

the remainder of this thesis.

Proposition 3.1.1. For m,n ∈ Z it holds that

V nUm = qmnUmV n.
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Proof. If m,n > 0 or if one of m and n is zero the statement is trivial. Thus, if
m,n < 0 it follows that

V nUm = (U |m|V |n|)∗ = (q̄mnV |n|U |m|)∗ = qmnUmV n.

All that is left is to check the case when m and n have different signs.
Noting that

U∗ = U∗V ∗V = (V ∗V U)∗ = (V ∗qUV )∗ = q̄V ∗U∗V,

it follows that V U∗ = q̄U∗V , and in a similar manner it follows that V ∗U =
q̄UV ∗.

From this it trivially follows that if m and n have different signs the following
is true:

V nUm = q̄|mn|UmV n = q̄−mnUmV n = qmnUmV n.

With this, the proof is complete.

Corollary 3.1.2. For x, y, n ∈ Z it holds that

(UxV y)n = qnU
xnV yn,

where qn = q
1
2 (n−1)nxy.

Proof. If n = 0 the statement is trivially true. Suppose that n > 0. Then it
follows from Proposition 3.1.1 that

(UxV y)n = (UxV y)n−1UxV y = qn−1U
x(n−1)V y(n−1)UxV y

= qn−1q
xy(n−1)UxnV yn = qnU

xnV yn

Using induction over n (with q0 = 1) it follows that qn = qSnxy, where

Sn =

n−1∑
k=0

k =
1

2
(n− 1)n.

If n < 0, it follows from Proposition 3.1.1 that

(UxV y)n = (V −yU−x)|n| = q̄|n|−1V
−y(|n|−1)U−x(|n|−1)V −yU−x

= q̄|n|−1q̄
xy(|n|−1)V −y|n|U−x|n| = q̄|n|V

−y|n|U−x|n|,

and by using induction over |n| (with q̄0 = 1), it follows that q̄|n| = q̄S̄|n|xy, with

S̄|n| =

|n|−1∑
k=0

k =
1

2
(|n| − 1)|n| = 1

2
(n+ 1)n,
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since n < 0. Using the fact that q̄α = q−α for any α ∈ R, it follows that

(UxV y)n = q̄|n|V
−y|n|U−x|n| = q̄|n|V

ynUxn = q̄|n|q
xyn2

UxnV yn

= qxy(n
2−S̄|n|)UxnV yn,

and since

n2 − S̄|n| = n2 − 1

2
(n+ 1)n = n2 − 1

2
(n2 + n) =

1

2
(n− 1)n,

the corollary follows.

Introducing

X1 =
1

2
(U + U∗) X2 =

1

2i
(U − U∗)

X3 =
1

2
(V + V ∗) X4 =

1

2i
(V − V ∗)

yields 1 = UU∗ = (X1)2 + (X2)2 and 1 = V V ∗ = (X3)2 + (X4)2, and we note
in particular that (Xj)∗ = Xj for j = 1, 2, 3, 4.

In analogy with the geometrical setting, let M ′ be the (right) submodule of
(T 2
θ )

4 (for more details on this notation, see the appendix) generated by

e1 = (−X2, X1, 0, 0)

e2 = (0, 0,−X4, X3).

Worth noting is that M ′ is a free T 2
θ -module, since e1 and e2 form a basis for

M ′:

e1a+ e2b = 0 ⇐⇒ (−X2a,X1a,−X4b,X3b) = (0, 0, 0, 0)

⇐⇒
{ (

(X1)2 + (X2)2
)
a = UU∗a = a = 0(

(X3)2 + (X4)2
)
b = V V ∗b = b = 0.

Next, we let g′ be the (real) Lie algebra generated by the two hermitian
derivations δ1, δ2, given by

δ1U = iU δ1V = 0

δ2U = 0 δ2V = iV,

which implies that [δ1, δ2] = 0 since

[δ1, δ2]U = (δ1δ2 − δ2δ1)U = δ1(δ2U) + δ2(δ1U) = 0 + δ2(iU) = i(δ2U) = 0,

[δ1, δ2]V = (δ1δ2 − δ2δ1)V = δ1(δ2V ) + δ2(δ1V ) = δ1(iV ) + 0 = i(δ1V ) = 0.
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Proposition 3.1.3. Suppose Ũ = UaV b ∈ T 2
θ for some a, b ∈ Z. Then

δ1(Ũ) = aiŨ ,

δ2(Ũ) = biŨ . (3.1)

Proof. Suppose a and b are positive integers. That

δ1(U
a) = aiUa, δ1(V

b) = 0,

δ2(U
a) = 0, δ2(V

b) = biV b, (3.2)

can be easily verified by using the Leibniz property of the derivations together
with induction over a and b respectively. Since δ1 and δ2 are hermitian we get
that the above formulas in (3.2) hold for negative integers a and b as well; for
instance, if a > 0 the hermiticity of δ1 yields

−aiU−a = (aiUa)∗ = (δ1(U
a))∗ = δ1((U

a)∗) = δ1(U
−a),

and the other cases follow an analogous pattern. Using hermiticity, it is easy to
see that (3.2) also holds if a = 0 or b = 0, since

δ1(1) = δ1(V V
∗) = 0 · V ∗ + V · (0)∗ = 0 + 0 = 0,

δ2(1) = δ2(UU
∗) = 0 · U∗ + U · (0)∗ = 0 + 0 = 0,

which means that (3.2) holds for arbitrary a, b ∈ Z.
Letting Ũ = UaV b for arbitrary integers a and b, it follows that

δ1(Ũ) = δ1(U
aV b) = δ1(U

a)V b + Uaδ1(V
b) = aiUaV b + 0 = aiUaV b = aiŨ ,

δ2(Ũ) = δ2(U
aV b) = δ2(U

a)V b + Uaδ2(V
b) = 0 + UabiV b = biUaV b = biŨ ,

and the proof is complete.

Lastly, we let φ′ : g′ → M ′ be defined as φ′(δj) = ej for j = 1, 2 and
extended by R-linearity, which in turn means that M ′ is generated by φ′(g′) as
a T 2

θ -module. In the remainder of this thesis, we let CT 2
θ

denote the real calculus
(T 2
θ , g

′,M ′, φ′) over T 2
θ . With this it is clear that CT 2

θ
has a simple manifold

structure.
We shall now examine an example of how to construct a real calculus auto-

morphism using the noncommutative torus.

Example 3.1.4. Let a, b, c, d ∈ Z be given such that ad − bc = 1, and let
α : T 2

θ → T 2
θ be an automorphism given by

α(U) = S = UaV b,

α(V ) = T = U cV d.
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Using Corollary 3.1.2 it is possible to express U and V in terms of S and T :

U = q
1
2 bd(a−c−1)SdT−b = α−1(S),

V = q
1
2ac(d−b−1)S−cT a = α−1(T ),

which can then be used to calculate the inverse α−1 of α expressed in terms of
U and V :

α−1(U) = α−1(q
1
2 bd(a−c−1)SdT−b) = q

1
2 bd(a−c−1)α−1(Sd)α−1(T−b)

= q
1
2 bd(a−c−1)(α−1(S))d(α−1(T ))−b = q

1
2 bd(a−c−1)UdV −b,

α−1(V ) = α−1(q
1
2ac(d−b−1)S−cT a) = q

1
2ac(d−b−1)α−1(S−c)α−1(T a)

= q
1
2ac(d−b−1)(α−1(S))−c(α−1(T ))a = q

1
2ac(d−b−1)U−cV a.

Once the automorphism α is established, it is a simple task to find a real
calculus automorphism from CT 2

θ
to itself by using Lemma 2.1.4 to find the

required Lie algebra homomorphism ψα from g′ to itself. We are looking for a
Lie Algebra automorphism ψα : g′ → g′ that is compatible with α, and if such
an automorphism exists there should be elements δα1 , δα2 ∈ g′ forming a basis for
g′ such that

ψα(δ
α
1 ) = δ1

ψα(δ
α
2 ) = δ2.

For such δα1 , δα2 , Lemma 2.1.4 implies that

δα1 (S) = α ◦ δ1 ◦ α−1(S) = iS δα2 (S) = α ◦ δ2 ◦ α−1(S) = 0

δα1 (T ) = α ◦ δ1 ◦ α−1(T ) = 0 δα2 (T ) = α ◦ δ2 ◦ α−1(T ) = iT.

One may use the ansatz δαi = aiδ1 + biδ2 and find ai, bi ∈ R by explicitly
calculating δαi (S) and δαi (T ) for i = 1, 2. Doing this, one finds that δα1 and δα2
exist, and are given by

δα1 = dδ1 − cδ2

δα2 = −bδ1 + aδ2.

Left is to find ψ̂α such that (α, ψα, ψ̂α) is a real calculus automorphism from
the torus to itself. Using the definition of a real calculus homomorphism it
becomes immediately clear that ψ̂α is given by

ψ̂α(e1) = ψ̂α(φ ◦ ψα(δα1 )) = φ(δα1 ) = e1d− e2c = eα1

ψ̂α(e2) = ψ̂α(φ ◦ ψα(δα2 )) = φ(δα2 ) = −e1b+ e2a = eα2 .

Thus, the real calculus automorphism (α, ψα, ψ̂α) from CT 2
θ

to itself has been
constructed. ▲
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3.2 The 3-sphere

The section about the 3-sphere will be similar to the section about the torus,
and thus we begin by reviewing some properties of the 3-sphere given by its
Hopf coordinates before going on to define the noncommutative 3-sphere S3

θ .

3.2.1 The 3-sphere given by its Hopf coordinates

The 3-sphere S3 can be described in different ways, and viewing it as embedded
in C2 by the two complex coordinates z = x1 + ix2 and w = x3 + ix4 satisfying
|z|2 + |w|2 = 1 is convenient; z and w can be represented by the coordinates
ξ1, ξ2, η as

z = eiξ1 sin η

w = eiξ2 cos η,

which means that

x1 = cos ξ1 sin η x2 = sin ξ1 sin η

x3 = cos ξ2 cos η x4 = sin ξ2 cos η.

With ∂1 = ∂ξ1 and ∂2 = ∂ξ2 we get that at every point where 0 < ξ1, ξ2 < 2π
and 0 < η < π/2, the tangent space is spanned by the vectors

E1 = ∂1(x
1, x2, x3, x4) = (−x2, x1, 0, 0)

E2 = ∂2(x
1, x2, x3, x4) = (0, 0,−x4, x3)

Eη = ∂η(x
1, x2, x3, x4) = (cos ξ1 cos η, sin ξ1 cos η,− cos ξ2 sin η,− sin ξ2 sin η),

however, Eη is not very practical to use in calculations. Therefore, instead of
∂η, one may use the derivation ∂3 = |z||w|∂η and one gets the vector

E3 = ∂3(x
1, x2, x3, x4) = (x1|w|2, x2|w|2,−x3|z|2,−x4|z|2),

which can be used together with E1 and E2 to span the tangent space.
Returning to z and w, one gets that

∂1(z) = iz ∂1(w) = 0 (3.3)
∂2(z) = 0 ∂2(w) = iw (3.4)

∂3(z) = z|w|2 ∂2(w) = −w|z|2, (3.5)
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and with respect to the basis {E1, E2, E3} of the tangent space of S3 at a given
point (where 0 < ξ1, ξ2 < 2π and 0 < η < π/2) the induced metric becomes

(hab) = (h(Ea, Eb)) =

|z|2 0 0
0 |w|2 0
0 0 |z|2|w|2

 ; (3.6)

the fact that h(E1, E1) = |z|2 and h(E2, E2) = |w|2 is fairly obvious, but vali-
dating that h(E3, E3) = |z|2|w|2 is more cumbersome:

h(E3, E3) = (x1|w|2, x2|w|2,−x3|z|2,−x4|z|2)(x1|w|2, x2|w|2,−x3|z|2,−x4|z|2)T

= ((x1)2 + (x2)2)|w|4 + ((x3)2 + (x4)2)|z|4 = |z|2|w|4 + |w|2|z|4

= (|z|2|w|2)(|z|2 + |w|2) = |z|2|w|2.

3.2.2 The noncommutative 3-sphere
We consider the noncommutative 3-sphere, S3

θ , to be the unital ∗-algebra gen-
erated by Z,Z∗,W,W ∗ satisfying the relations

WZ = qZW W ∗Z = q̄ZW ∗ WZ∗ = q̄Z∗W W ∗Z∗ = qZ∗W ∗

Z∗Z = ZZ∗ W ∗W =WW ∗ WW ∗ = 1− ZZ∗,

where q = e2πiθ.
As for T 2

θ , it is possible to use the diamond lemma together with the defining
relations for S3

θ to get that a basis for S3
θ is given by the monomials

Zm(Z∗)nW (k)

for m,n ≥ 0 and k ∈ Z, since WW ∗ can always be reduced to 1− ZZ∗ by the
last defining relation.

One useful property of S3
θ is the following:

Proposition 3.2.1. ([1]) Suppose a ∈ S3
θ . Then

(1) ZZ∗a = 0 =⇒ a = 0,

(2) WW ∗a = 0 =⇒ a = 0.

Furthermore, ZZ∗ and WW ∗ are central in S3
θ .

Similar to what was done for the torus we introduce the notation

X1 =
1

2
(Z + Z∗) X2 =

1

2i
(Z − Z∗)

X3 =
1

2
(W +W ∗) X4 =

1

2i
(W −W ∗)

|Z|2 = ZZ∗ |W |2 =WW ∗,
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and we get that |Z|2 = (X1)2 + (X2)2 and |W |2 = (X3)2 + (X4)2. As for T 2
θ

we want to construct a real metric calculus for S3
θ , and we want it to be closely

related to the Hopf representation of the 3-sphere. Thus, let M be the right
module over S3

θ generated by {E1, E2, E3} where

E1 = (−X2, X1, 0, 0)

E2 = (0, 0,−X4, X3)

E3 = (X1|W |2, X2|W |2,−X3|Z|2,−X4|Z|2).

Proposition 3.2.2. ([1]) M = {E1a + E2b + E3c : a, b, c ∈ S3
θ} is a free right

S3
θ -module with a basis given by the elements {E1, E2, E3}.

Proposition 3.2.3. ([1]) There exist hermitian derivations ∂1, ∂2, ∂3 ∈ Der(S3
θ )

such that such that

∂1(Z) = iZ ∂1(W ) = 0

∂2(Z) = 0 ∂2(W ) = iW

∂3(Z) = Z|W |2 ∂3(W ) = −W |Z|2,

and [∂a, ∂b] = 0 for a, b = 1, 2, 3.

Let g be the (real) Lie algebra generated by ∂1, ∂2 and ∂3 in the above
proposition, and define φ : g →M as the linear map over R given by φ(∂a) = Ea
for a = 1, 2, 3. For the remainder of this thesis we will let CS3

θ
denote the real

calculus (S3
θ , g,M, φ) over S3

θ . With this it is clear that CS3
θ

has a simple
manifold structure.

In the motivating example of this thesis a metric on M will be needed, and
the choice for this thesis will be the hermitian form h given by

h(m,n) =

3∑
a,b=1

(ma)∗ha,bn
b,

where m = Eam
a, n = Ebn

b and

(ha,b) = e2H

|Z|2 0 0
0 |W |2 0
0 0 |Z|2|W |2

 ,

for some central element H ∈ S3
θ .

Proposition 3.2.4. (CS3
θ
, h) is a real metric calculus.
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Proof. We begin by proving that h is nondegenerate. Assume that h(m,n) = 0
for all n ∈M . In particular, for n = Ea, a = 1, 2, 3, we get that

0 = h(m,E1) = (m1)∗h1,1 = (m1)∗e2H |Z|2

0 = h(m,E2) = (m2)∗h2,2 = (m2)∗e2H |W |2

0 = h(m,E3) = (m3)∗h3,3 = (m3)∗e2H |Z|2|W |2,

and since e2H is invertible and |Z|2 and |W |2 are not zero divisors it follows
that m1 = m2 = m3 = 0. Thus h is a metric on M . By the definition of φ and
g it is completely clear that φ(g) generates M , and from the definition of h it is
easy to see that h(E,E′) = h(E′, E) for any E,E′ ∈ φ(g) since ha,b is central
and hermitian.

Finally we would like a metric and torsion-free affine connection ∇ on (M, g).
From the section on affine connections it is clear that there can be at most one
such connection, and if it exists it can be found using Kozul’s formula, together
with the ansatz ∇iEj = E1aij +E2bij +E3cij for i, j = 1, 2, 3, where ∇i = ∇∂i .

Using this method it is possible to explicitly calculate ∇iEj , by first calcu-
lating h(∇i, Ej , Ek) using Kozul’s formula, and then doing it again using the
ansatz. For instance, with i = j = 1 we get:{

h(∇1E1, E1) =
1
2∂1h(E1, E1) = e2H∂1(H)|Z|2

h(∇1E1, E1) = h(E1a
1,1, E1) = (a11)∗e2H |Z|2{

h(∇1E1, E2) = − 1
2∂2h(E1, E1) = −e2H∂2(H)|Z|2

h(∇1E1, E2) = h(E2b
11, E2) = (b11)∗e2H |W |2{

h(∇1E1, E3) = − 1
2∂3h(E1, E1) = −e2H(∂3(H)|Z|2 + |Z|2|W |2)

h(∇1E1, E2) = h(E3c
11, E3) = (c11)∗e2H |Z|2|W |2. (3.7)

From this calculation it becomes clear that unless the multiplicative inverse of
|W |2 exists in S3

θ it is not possible to find an expression for ∇iEj for different
values of i, j. The same problem exists for |Z|2, and it is solved by introduc-
ing inverses |Z|−2, |W |−2 to S3

θ (this is similar to what is done in [2] for the
noncommutative 4-sphere); the resulting algebra corresponds to a localization
of the sphere, which is why the resulting expanded algebra is denoted by S3

θ,loc.
Extending M to be an S3

θ,loc-module is trivial, and extending the derivations
∂1, ∂2, ∂3 so that they can be considered as derivations over S3

θ,loc is made pos-
sible by utilizing the product rule for derivations together with the fact that
0 = ∂i(1) = ∂i(|Z|2|Z|−2) = ∂i(|W |2|W |−2) for i = 1, 2, 3; for instance,

0 = ∂1(1) = ∂1(|Z|2|Z|−2) = ∂1(|Z|2)|Z|−2 + |Z|2∂1(|Z|−2) = |Z|2∂1(|Z|−2),
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which implies that ∂1(|Z|−2) = 0 since |Z|2 is not a zero divisor. Also clear
is that h as defined earlier is still a metric on the extended version of M , so
working on S3

θ,loc is essentially the same as working on S3
θ .

By CS3
θ,loc

we denote the real calculus (S3
θ,loc, gloc,Mloc, φ) over S3

θ,loc, where
gloc and Mloc are the extensions of g and M discussed previously; if there is no
risk for confusion the subscript loc will be omitted from gloc and Mloc for the
sake of readability. CS3

θ,loc
is very similar to CS3

θ
, and naturally CS3

θ,loc
has a

simple manifold structure since CS3
θ

has such a structure.
As noted in the previous discussion, (CS3

θ,loc
, h) is a real metric calculus over

CS3
θ,loc

, and going back to the calculations made in (3.7) it is possible to get an
expression for ∇1E1. Doing these calculations for all possible combinations of
i, j, one gets the following proposition:

Proposition 3.2.5. There exists a unique affine connection ∇ on (M, g) such
that (CS3

θ,loc
, h,∇) is a pseudo-Riemannian calculus, and ∇ is given by

∇1E1 = E1∂1(H)− E2∂2(H)|Z|2|W |−2 − E3(∂3(H)|W |−2 + 1)

∇1E2 = ∇2E1 = E1∂2(H) + E2∂1(H)

∇1E3 = ∇3E1 = E1(∂3(H) + |W |2) + E3∂1(H)

∇2E2 = −E1∂1(H)|W |2|Z|−2 + E2∂2(H) + E3(1− ∂3(H)|Z|−2)

∇2E3 = ∇3E2 = E2(∂3(H)− |Z|2) + E3∂2(H)

∇3E3 = −E1∂1(H)|W |2 − E2∂2(H)|Z|2 + E3(∂3(H) + |W |2 − |Z|2).

Proof. The proposition follows from corollary 2.3.7, together with calculations
analogous to those made in (3.7).





Chapter 4

The noncommutative torus
embedded into the
noncommutative 3-sphere

Recall the notation established in the chapter about T 2
θ and S3

θ,loc. We wish to
embed the noncommutative torus into the noncommutative 3-sphere, and thus
we need to find a ∗-algebra homomorphism ϕ : S3

θ,loc → T 2
θ .

Let ϕ : S3
θ,loc → T 2

θ be a map such that

ϕ(Z) = λU

ϕ(W ) = µV,

where λ and µ are some real constants such that λ2 + µ2 = 1.

Checking whether there is a ∗-algebra homomorphism ϕ : S3
θ,loc → T 2

θ such
that the above is fulfilled we need to check that such a ϕ is consistent with
the defining relations for S3

θ,loc and T 2
θ . We get that if ϕ does not exist, the

following would give at least one logical contradiction, when assuming that ϕ is
a ∗-algebra homomorphism:

Tiger Norkvist, 2018. 43
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qλµUV = qϕ(ZW ) = ϕ(qZW ) = ϕ(WZ) = λµV U

q̄λµUV ∗ = q̄ϕ(ZW ∗) = ϕ(q̄ZW ∗) = ϕ(W ∗Z) = λµV ∗U

q̄λµU∗V = q̄ϕ(Z∗W ) = ϕ(q̄Z∗W ) = ϕ(WZ∗) = λµV U∗

qλµU∗V ∗ = qϕ(Z∗W ∗) = ϕ(qZ∗W ∗) = ϕ(W ∗Z∗) = λµV ∗U∗

λ2U∗U = ϕ(Z∗Z) = ϕ(ZZ∗) = λ2UU∗

µ2V ∗V = ϕ(W ∗W ) = ϕ(WW ∗) = µ2V V ∗

1 = ϕ(1) = ϕ(ZZ∗ +WW ∗) = λ2UU∗ + µ2V V ∗.

It is easy to verify that none of these equations give rise to a logical contradiction,
and thus there is a ∗-algebra homomorphism ϕ : S3

θ,loc → T 2
θ given by

ϕ(Z) = λU

ϕ(W ) = µV,

where λ and µ are real constants such that

λ2 + µ2 = 1.

Constructing a Lie algebra homomorphism ψ : g′ → g compatible with ϕ
is simple using the definition of compatibility, and we get that the Lie algebra
homomorphism ψ given by

ψ(δ1) = ∂1

ψ(δ2) = ∂2

is compatible with ϕ, and it follows that MΨ is the submodule of M generated
by E1 and E2. Left is to find ψ̂ :MΨ →M ′ which is compatible with ϕ and ψ.
Since MΨ is a free module, there exists a ψ̂ compatible with ϕ and ψ, and it is
given by

ψ̂(Ei) = ei

for i = 1, 2.
In summary, (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂) is a real calculus homomorphism from CS3

θ,loc
to CT 2

θ
,

and moreover, if λ and µ are chosen to be nonzero, ϕ is surjective since any base
element UmV n of T 2

θ can then be written as

UmV n = ϕ(λ−mµ−nZmWn);

thus it follows that if λ and µ are nonzero (which will be assumed moving
forward), CT 2

θ
is embedded into CS3

θ,loc
by (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂).
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We will begin by calculating the induced metric on the torus given by the
embedding, i.e., we shall begin by finding the unique hermitian form h′ on M ′

that is compatible with h in the sense that (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂) is a real metric calculus
homomorphism from the localized 3-sphere to the torus. Since M ′ has a basis
{e1, e2} it suffices to calculate h′(ei, ej) for i, j = 1, 2.

h′(e1, e1) = ϕ(h(E1, E1)) = ϕ(e2H |Z|2) = λ2e2H̃

h′(e1, e2) = ϕ(h(E1, E2)) = ϕ(0) = 0

h′(e2, e1) = ϕ(h(E2, E1)) = ϕ(0) = 0

h′(e2, e2) = ϕ(h(E2, E2)) = ϕ(e2H |W |2) = µ2e2H̃ ,

with H̃ = ϕ(H). That h′ as given by the above is in fact a metric is easy
to check. It follows that (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂) is a real metric calculus homomorphism from
(CS3

θ,loc
, h) to (CT 2

θ
, h′), which means that (CT 2

θ
, h′) is embedded into (CS3

θ,loc
, h)

by (ϕ, ψ, ψ̂).
Since M and M ′ both have a basis, Lemma 2.4.7 can be used to calculate

the Levi-Civita connection on the torus given the induced metric h′. The Levi-
Civita connection ∇′ is given by

∇′
1e1 = ψ̂(P (∇1E1)) = e1δ1(H̃)− e2δ2(H̃)

∇′
1e2 = ∇′

2e1 = ψ̂(P (∇1E2)) = e1δ2(H̃) + e2δ1(H̃)

∇′
2e2 = ψ̂(P (∇2E2)) = −e1δ1(H̃) + e2δ2(H̃).

It is now possible to calculate the laplacian for the generators U and V on
the torus:

∆T 2
θ
(U) = divT 2

θ
(gradT 2

θ
U) = divT 2

θ
(e1(h

′)11δ1(U) + e2(h
′)22δ2(U))

= divT 2
θ
(e1(λ

−2e−2H̃ iU)) = (∇′
1(e1(λ

−2e−2H̃ iU)))1 + (∇′
2(e1(λ

−2e−2H̃ iU)))2

= δ1(H̃)(λ−2e−2H̃ iU) + δ1(λ
−2e−2H̃ iU) + δ1(H̃)(λ−2e−2H̃ iU)

= λ−2(2δ1(H̃)(e−2H̃ iU)− 2δ1(H̃)(e−2H̃ iU)− e−2H̃U) = −λ−2e−2H̃U,

∆T 2
θ
(V ) = divT 2

θ
(gradT 2

θ
V ) = divT 2

θ
(e1(h

′)11δ1(V ) + e2(h
′)22δ2(V ))

= divT 2
θ
(e2(µ

−2e−2H̃ iV )) = (∇′
1(e2(µ

−2e−2H̃ iV )))1 + (∇′
2(e2(µ

−2e−2H̃ iV )))2

= δ2(H̃)(µ−2e−2H̃ iV ) + δ2(H̃)(µ−2e−2H̃ iV ) + δ2(µ
−2e−2H̃ iV )

= µ−2(2δ2(H̃)(e−2H̃ iV )− 2δ2(H̃)(e−2H̃ iV )− e−2H̃V ) = −µ−2e−2H̃V.
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In particular, picking λ = µ = 1/
√
2 yields

∆T 2
θ
(U) = −2e−2H̃U,

∆T 2
θ
(V ) = −2e−2H̃V.

In differential geometry, an analogue the above result would imply that the
mean curvature for the torus in the 3-sphere is zero if λ = µ = 1/

√
2.

In this noncommutative context we get that the second fundamental form is
given by

β(δ1,Ψ(δ1)) = −E3(∂3(H)|W |−2 + 1)

β(δ1,Ψ(δ2)) = β(δ2,Ψ(δ1)) = 0

β(δ2,Ψ(δ2)) = E3(1− ∂3(H)|Z|−2),

which gives the mean curvature HT 2
θ

of T 2
θ as embedded into S3

θ,loc:

HT 2
θ
= β(δ1,Ψ(δ1))h

11 + β(δ2,Ψ(δ2))h
22

= β(δ1, E1)e
−2H |Z|−2 + β(δ2, E2)e

−2H |W |−2

= −E3(∂3(H)|W |−2 + 1)e−2H |Z|−2 + E3(1− ∂3(H)|Z|−2)e−2H |W |−2

= E3e
−2H(|W |−2 − |Z|−2 − 2∂3(H)|W |−2|Z|−2),

which is independent of the choice of λ and µ.
The mean curvature is orthogonal to E1 and E2, so when investigating

whether the mean curvature is zero we find that

ϕ(h(E3,HT 2
θ
)) = ϕ(e2H |Z|2|W |2e−2H(|W |−2 − |Z|−2 − 2∂3(H)|W |−2|Z|−2))

= ϕ(|Z|2 − |W |2 − 2∂3(H)) = (λ2 − µ2)1− 2ϕ(∂3(H)),

which means that if ϕ(∂3(H)) = 0, then T 2
θ is minimal in S3

θ,loc if and only if
λ2 = µ2.
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Future work

In this thesis a definition of minimal embeddings for real calculi has been de-
veloped, and it has been shown that the noncommutative torus is a minimal
embedding of the noncommutative 3-sphere for certain perturbations of the
metric on the 3-sphere, when embedded appropriately.

However, due to time constraints, there was not enough time to understand
the reason for the term

−2ϕ(∂3(H))

showing up when determining whether the mean curvature HT 2
θ

is zero. Since
the embedding of the Clifford torus into the regular 3-sphere is usually done
using the standard metric, it is not clear at the moment of writing this thesis
whether the same term appears when calculating the mean curvature of the
Clifford torus in the 3-sphere if the standard metric is perturbed.

Another unfinished part of the work done in this thesis is to investigate
whether the mean curvature is independent of choice of basis for g′ in the em-
bedded calculus CA′ . It should not be difficult to determine whether the basis
transformations cancel each other out or not when calculating the mean curva-
ture with respect to different bases.

Other areas of interest include investigating the notion of curvature for a
pseudo-Riemannian calculus (CA, h,∇) given in [1], and to see how the curvature
tensor of an embedded calculus depends on the curvature tensor of the ambient
calculus. Most likely one would be able to find formulas for the curvature tensor
of the embedded calculus in terms of the curvature tensor of the ambient calculus
and the second fundamental form, such as an analogue to Gauss’ equation:

RΣ′(U, V,X, Y ) = RΣ(U, V,X, Y ) + g(α(X,U), α(Y, U))− g(α(y, U), α(X,V ));
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in the above formula, RΣ stands for the curvature tensor of the ambient man-
ifold, RΣ′ stands for the curvature tensor of the ambient manifold, g is the
metric, α is the second fundamental form, and X,Y, U, V are vector fields.

More generally, it would be interesting to see how much of the theory of
embeddings in classical differential geometry can be defined in terms of real
calculi, and what changes occur when studying real calculi over noncommutative
algebras compared to classical differential geometry.



Appendix A

Prerequisites

The prerequisites cover some basic definitions and results about algebraic struc-
tures used throughout the thesis. The presentation provided in this appendix
is written in a minimalistic manner, providing no additional information about
algebra than what is necessary to understand the material in the thesis. For a
more thorough presentation of algebra, the reader is referred to [4].

A.1 Algebraic structures
Studying geometry in a noncommutative setting involves dealing with algebraic
structures corresponding to manifolds, derivations, vector fields, etc.; the rele-
vant algebraic structures used for this purpose are rings, algebras, and modules,
which will be defined below.

In short, algebra may be described as a generalization of arithmetics, and
thus there are two operations which are central when discussing the subject: ad-
dition and multiplication. A set can be classified by how addition (denoted by
+ : (x, y) 7→ x+ y) and multiplication ((x, y) 7→ xy; sometimes xy is written as
x·y for emphasis) behave on the set, and by studying the different types of struc-
tures that arise when equpping different sets with addition and multiplication,
one may deduce several properties that hold under very general circumstances.

Definition A.1.1. An additive group is a set A, together with a binary
operator + : A×A→ A (called addition) associating the ordered pair (x, y) in
A×A to an element (denoted by x+ y) in A, having the following properties:

A1. Associativity, i.e.

(x+ y) + z = x+ (y + z) for all x, y, z ∈ A;
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A2. There exists an element 0 ∈ A (zero element) such that

0 + x = x+ 0 = x for all x ∈ A;

A3. For every x ∈ A there is an element y ∈ A such that

x+ y = y + x = 0.

If A is an additive group, and the addition is commutative, i.e.

x+ y = y + x for all x, y ∈ A,

then A is said to be abelian.
Worth noting is that for an additive group A, the zero element 0 ∈ A is

uniquely determined, since if 0′ ∈ A is also a zero element, we get that

0′ = 0′ + 0 = 0.

Another basic property of an additive group is that for every element x ∈ A
there is a uniquely determined element y ∈ A such that x+ y = y+x = 0, since
if z + x = x+ z = 0 for some z ∈ A we get that

z = z + 0 = z + (x+ y) = (z + x) + y = 0 + y = y;

y is called the additive inverse of x, and is denoted by −x. For brevity x+(−y)
is written as x− y when there is no risk for confusion.

Definition A.1.2. A ring is a set R together with two binary operators
addition and multiplication, such that the following conditions are met:

R1. R is an abelian group under addition;

R2. Multiplication is distributive with respect to addition, i.e.

x(y + z) = xy + xz and (y + z)x = yx+ zx for all x, y, z ∈ R;

R3. Multiplication is associative:

(xy)z = x(yz) for all x, y, z ∈ R;

R4. There exists a unit element 1 ∈ R (called the multiplicative identity) such
that 1 · x = x · 1 = x for all x ∈ R.
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One special remark that needs to be made is that the condition that a ring
always has a multiplicative identity is not always included in the definition of
a ring, and some authors therefore prefer to be more specific, and refer to rings
as per the above definition as unit rings. In this thesis, however, all rings being
used will have a unit element, which is why the existence of a unit element is
included in the definition of a ring.

Since a ring is an abelian group under addition, it is clear that the additive
identity and the additive inverse for every element in the ring are unique. A
ring, however, has more structure than this. For instance, it is a simple exercise
to show that −x = (−1)x for every x in a ring, and using this one may prove
that the multiplicative identity of a ring is unique. Another interesting property
of a ring is that 0 is an absorbing element, meaning that x · 0 = 0 · x = 0 for
every element x in a ring R, which follows from the fact that multiplication is
distributive:

0 · y + xy = (0 + x)y = xy = x(y + 0) = xy + x · 0

for every pair of elements x, y in a ring R, together with the uniqueness of the
zero element.

In the definition of a ring we note that the conditions set for addition are
more strict than the conditions set for multiplication; indeed, multiplication
does not need to be commutative for a ring, and each nonzero element x in a
ring R needs not have a multiplicative inverse x−1 in R such that x · x−1 =
x−1 · x = 1. Rings with such conditions for multiplication fulfilled are special,
and are therefore given a separate definition.

Definition A.1.3. A field is a ring F such that multiplication is commutative,
and every nonzero element in F has a multiplicative inverse, i.e. for each nonzero
x ∈ F there exists an element x−1 ∈ F such that

x · x−1 = x−1 · x = 1.

On fields it is possible to define the inverse operations of addition and mul-
tiplication, namely, subtraction and division. The most commonly used fields
are Q,R and C, equipped with standard addition and multiplication.

It is now time to define the notions of algebras and Lie algebras, which
are simply vector spaces endowed with a special structure, but before doing
this a short note on scalar multipliers is in place. In linear algebra, one is
mostly concerned with vectors and matrices where the entries are real or complex
numbers, and scalar multipliers are likewise mostly real or complex numbers.
However, a vector space is formally speaking always defined over a given field
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F, with scalar multipliers belonging to F. This field is often implied by context
to be R or C, but it could be any field.

Definition A.1.4. An algebra A over a field F is a vector space over F
equipped with a binary operation called multiplication ((x, y) 7→ xy ∈ A for
x, y ∈ A), fulfilling

A1. (x+ y)z = xz + yz for all x, y, z ∈ A;

A2. x(y + z) = xy + xz for all x, y, z ∈ A;

A3. (αx)(βy) = (αβ)(xy) for all x, y ∈ A and α, β ∈ F.

A Lie algebra g over a field F is a vector space over F equipped with an
operation [·, ·] : g × g → g, called the Lie bracket, which has the following
properties:

g1. [αx + βy, z] = α[x, z] + β[y, z] and [x, αy + βz] = α[x, y] + β[x, z] for all
scalars α, β ∈ F and all x, y, z ∈ g, i.e. the Lie bracket is bilinear.

g2. [x, x] = 0 for all x ∈ g. This property is sometimes referred to as alterna-
tivity.

g3. The Lie bracket fulfills the Jacobi identity, i.e. [x, [y, z]] + [z, [x, y]] +
[y, [z, x]] = 0 for all x, y, z ∈ g.

In algebra, a module is an important fundamental structure. Modules are
generalizations of the notion of vector spaces, and instead of being defined over
fields, modules are defined over rings. In this thesis we shall exclusively deal with
right modules, which is why the following definition considers a right module.

Definition A.1.5. Let R be a ring. A right R-module M is an abelian
group under addition endowed with an operation · :M ×R→M , called scalar
multiplication, such that

M1. (m1 +m2) · r = m1 · r +m2 · r for all m1,m2 ∈M , r ∈ R;

M2. m · (r1 + r2) = m · r1 +m · r2 for all m ∈M , r1, r2 ∈ R;

M3. m · (r1r2) = (m · r1) · r2 for all m ∈M , r1, r2 ∈ R;

M4. m · 1 = m for all m ∈M .
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A left module is defined in a manner analogous to the above definition, with
the ring elements acting on the left instead; i.e., the scalar multiplication has
the form · : M × R → M and the above conditions for M are written with the
scalars r, r1 and r2 on the left of m,m1 and m2. Given a (right) R-module M ,
the symbol for scalar multiplication is often omitted, i.e. m · r is simply written
as mr when there is no risk for confusion. Moving forward, we shall assume
that a module is always a right module, unless otherwise specified.

Definition A.1.6. Let M be an R-module. A generating set for M is a
subset M ′ ⊆M such that every element m ∈M can be written as a finite linear
combination of elements in M ′, i.e.

m =

n∑
i=1

m′
iri

for some n ∈ N, where m′
i ∈M ′, ri ∈ R for i = 1, ..., n.

Definition A.1.7. Let M be an R-module. Suppose that B is a generating
set for M such that if m1, ...,mn are distinct elements of B for some n ∈ N,
then

n∑
i=1

miri = 0

implies that ri = 0 for i = 1, ..., n. Then B is called a basis for M .

A big difference between modules and regular vector spaces is that a module
does not need to have a basis. Indeed, there are modules for which every gen-
erating set admits several different representations of the same elements, which
can generate some issues when trying to define mappings between modules.

Definition A.1.8. A module with a basis is called a free module.

Given a ring R, it is easy to check that R itself is an R-module, and it
is also easy to see that R is a free module over itself with a basis given by
{e1}, where e1 = 1. Expanding on this, one may create the R-module Rn =
R×R×· · ·×R for any natural number n, with the natural scalar product given
by mr = (r1r, ..., rnr) for m = (r1, ..., rn) ∈ Rn and r ∈ R. Rn is a free module,
with the standard basis {e1, ..., en} given by

ei = (0, ..., 0,1, 0, ..., 0),

where 1 appears at the i:th position for i = 1, ..., n.
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Using modules it is possible to generalize the concept of algebras in a natural
manner to be defined over certain rings instead of fields. In this thesis, one
special type of such a generalization is of interest.

Definition A.1.9. Let R be a commutative ring. An associative right R-
algebra A is an abelian group under addition which has both a ring and a right
R-module structure such that the scalar multiplication satisfies

(a1a2)r = a1(a2r)

for all a1, a2 ∈ A and r ∈ R.
Similarly, an associative left R-algebra A′ is an abelian group under addi-

tion which has both a ring and a left R-module structure such that the scalar
multiplication satisfies

r(a′1a
′
2) = (ra′1)a

′
2

for all a′1, a′2 ∈ A′ and r ∈ R.

One concept which we will need is the generalization of complex conjugation.
This is an operation called involution, and it is denoted by ∗.

Definition A.1.10. A ring R is called a ∗-ring if there is a map ∗ : R → R
(called involution) such that

1. (r1 + r2)
∗ = r∗1 + r∗2 for all r1, r2 ∈ R;

2. (r1r2)
∗ = r∗2r

∗
1 for all r1, r2 ∈ R;

3. 1∗ = 1;

4. (r∗)∗ = r for all r ∈ R.

Definition A.1.11. Let R be a commutative ∗-ring with involution denoted
by ′. A ∗-algebra A over R is a ∗-ring that is an associative R-algebra such that

(ra)∗ = r′a∗

for all a ∈ A and r ∈ R.

R in the above definition is typically taken to be the complex numbers, with
′ denoting complex conjugation, and commutes with A in the sense that A is
both a right and a left R-algebra, with ra = ar for all a ∈ A and r ∈ R.
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One final type of concept which is central in the thesis is the concept of
homomorphisms between algebraic structure. In short, a homomorphism be-
tween two algebraic structures is a structure-preserving map, and for each type
of algebraic structure there is a corresponding type of homomorphism. A list of
different homomorphisms follows below, defining the different homomorphisms
needed in the thesis.

Definition A.1.12. A ring homomorphism between the rings R and R′ is a
map f : R→ R′ such that

1. f(r1 + r2) = f(r1) + f(r2) for all r1, r2 ∈ R;

2. f(r1r2) = f(r1)f(r2) for all r1, r2 ∈ R;

3. f(1R) = 1R′ .

It may initially seem like the third condition in the above definition is re-
dundant due to the second condition seemingly implying it at first glance. But
this is not the case, since a ring homomorphism is not required to be surjective.

Definition A.1.13. An algebra homomorphism between two algebras A and
A′ over a field (or a ring) K is a map f : A→ A′ such that

1. f(ka) = kf(a) for all k ∈ K and a ∈ A;

2. f(a1 + a2) = f(a1) + f(a2) for all a1, a2 ∈ A;

3. f(a1a2) = f(a1)f(a2).

Moreover, if A and A′ are unital, then f is said to unital if f(1) = 1.

Note that, in particular, a unital algebra homomorphism is also a ring ho-
momorphism, since unital algebras have a ring structure.

Definition A.1.14. A Lie algebra homomorphism between two Lie algebras
g and g′ over a field F is a map f : g → g′ such that

1. f(λa) = λf(a) for all λ ∈ F and a ∈ g;

2. f(a1 + a2) = f(a1) + f(a2) for all a1, a2 ∈ g;

3. f([a1, a2]) = [f(a1), f(a2)] for all a1, a2 ∈ g.

Definition A.1.15. A∗-algebra homomorphism between two ∗-algebras A and
A′ is a map f : A→ A′ such that
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1. f is an algebra homomorphism from A to A′;

2. f(a∗) = f(a)∗ for all a ∈ A.

Moreover, if A and A′ are unital, then f is said to unital if f(1) = 1.
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